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To a Child of Baghdad

Our bombs may blast you
to a better life. You and your vivid parrot
may even change places. We give you
a chance, at least, to better yourself.
Who knows, you may be born beneath
a lucky star next time, maybe live
in our land of milk and honey,
and do some bombing yourself.
They say you' /l die this year,
that our bombs did it-the power outage,
polluted water, that sort of thing-but they're stretching a point.
If you knew these bombs you would love them.
We draw faces on them. We keep them spitshined and give them pet names.
And they are smart-that's how they found you.

David Ray

For other poems by David Ray see pages 33-39.

CATHY CUPID

Play Shadow Plague

By deciding on a name she had created a fantasy so real that it's smell tickled her
nose just before she woke. A smell she had never experienced before; pine needles,
ash and desert dirt after the rain. So close to tangible it seemed to be her breath,
when she finally did breathe, that blew it away. Leaving her gasping both for
oxygen and the memory of the smell. Her gasps echoed around and around the
white walled room. Louder. Much too loud. The familiar voice was mingling with
it, becoming lost in the echo. Her ears had been warm with the sound of it. Now
all she could hear was herself frantically trying to slow her breathing. She strained
towards unconsciousness, eyes screwed tight. The seeming solidness of the vision
had filled her mind. But her eyes opened slowly, and like the petals of a morning
flower, they were all touched around with dew and dawn. It was like being struck
blind as the brightness inside her head seeped away into the dark light of sunrise,
refracted into ugly rainbows by her tears. Down her cheeks, her lips, her tongue
slid the tears. And the taste of the dream was gone, washed away by her own
mourning and the real morning. She touched her wet, awake, naked face. It was
too cold a touch. Too frail. Too unremembered.
Every muscle in her body reached in a yearnful arc for her creation, as her
constricted throat failed to scream its name. But it was gone. Again.
Reality, sunshine, a long hot shower, and coffee.
The butterfly clip held together the world. It was reflex. To write it down,
trapping every inkling of the fantasy in case even the memory of it should desert
her. A grey desktop wasteland stretched before her, covered in jagged, unsteady
piles of paperwork. She sat sedately. Her head was lowered, as though in
industrious contemplation. But her frantic fingers never wavered from their task.
The man with glasses looked over her shoulder.
That's not the fu64 form.
No, it's a stat dec.
Uh huh.
He moved on to the next shoulder. She continued to write.
Pain. Yes, it was like pain. Intense and all consuming. Its suddenness was
soothing. The knowledge that there could be no hiding from such complete
pervasiveness came at the moment it began, and remained a certainty when it left.
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The telephone rang. She fluttered the papers and butterfly clip, adding the new
page. Then she answered the phone.
Hello?
Hi, it's me. You free for lunch?
Yes.
The usual place then?
OK.
See you at one.
Bye.
Her hand rested on the cradled phone, she gazed at the shiny, rounded,
machined insect holding together her neatly typed memory. In the strange distortion
of the metal's silver and grey curve were reflections of things that didn't exist. One
of them looked familiar. Like her dream. She trembled and reached out to touch
it. Discovering that the strange thing was only herself, she bit her lip hard to quell
her shock.
Picking up her handbag, she went to lunch. Her appetite was gone. Her mouth
was full of blood.
Lift, taxi, restaurant, the usual table, and Jill.
God, you look awful. What have you been doing to yourself?
Jill had always had sharp elbows and eyes. The elbows were on the table and
the eyes were on her.
I haven't been sleeping well lately.
Jill noted the tom lip.
Who is he? Do I know him?
No, it's not that. I've been dreaming. Dreaming too much.
Dreams? Pull the other one Lizzy, you look like you've been mauled. What's
the deal? Are you into something kinky? You can tell me anything, I won't be
shocked.
It was a dream. Or maybe a nightmare. You see, it didn't feel bad at the time,
but it seemed so real that it hurt to wake up. That's all. I'm tired and a bit fuzzy,
but otherwise OK.

You sure?
Sure I'm sure.
Then let's gorge. Nothing like a blowout to get rid of the blues. Hm?
Smorgasboard?
What are we waiting for? Let's go.
Jill sallied off, skilfully using the elbows to clear a path through the grazing
crowd. Lizzy would have followed, but eyes, its eyes, were staring at her from the
glossy surface of the table. They had been hiding beneath Jill's elbows. It was as
though Jill's sudden departure had been a surprise for this incarnation of her fantasy.
6
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The eyes rapidly evaporated back into the table's fake marble finish, releasing her
from her frieze. Her hands reached out in supplication. Her fingers felt smoothness,
warmness, the grease smudges left by two pointy, sweaty elbows.
The little marks her groping fingertips had made dried and faded as she
watched.
Dreaming. It was just a dream. I imagined it.
The persistence of this dream, the power it seemed to have over her now it had
a name, was undermining the foundations of her daytime reality. The name hovered
just inside her lips, aching to be spoken.
The atmosphere of the restaurant surrounded and echoed at her like the humid
chlorine of an indoor pool. She couldn't wait for JiIl to get back. She had to leave.
Backdoor, the street, sky and air. Air everywhere.
The tears felt fresh on her face in the outside air. They tasted as bitter as brine.
Or like pine needles, ash and desert dirt after the rain.
The street was mundane, fuIl of rubbish bins and old ladies. Too barren for
dreams. No shades would play, no phantoms would plague her here.
In the distance was a busker, singing of the death of a hero. In the dirt of the
gutter was a child. It had no face, so worn away by hunger and time and the
evasion of death that alI its character had been stripped away. One of the old ladies
caIled to it.
Come here you little shit, I've been looking for you everywhere.
Old face, tired flesh, ancient eyes. The only hint of this crone's true youth was
in her voice. Uncracked and lovely was the calI to her sexless child.
The air in the street suddenly felt fetid. What Lizzy had taken for barren
freshness was the faint but pervasive sweetness of the smell of decay. Old and evil
spirits were trapped in the corporeal sheIls of the women around her. A seemingly
decrepit hag lifted a bundle to its withered chest, a wizened hand reached out, a
gummy mouth attached itself, and the hag crooned in the lilting voice of a teenager.
There was only one place for her to run. Only one sanctuary. One way to
escape the world of half living shadows. So she ran. Ran as fast as her lungs would
let her in the poisoned air of the city. Her feet pounding on the stinking concrete
to the rhythm of the name pounding in her brain.
The unseen busker's dirge foIlowed her.
Home, home, her home, her bedroom, her bed, and to pray for night and sleep.
Her bed was dressed in white, and she was naked between the sterile sheets.
Eyes open in the dark, legs apart, arms gripping the bedstead. Its unspoken name
was filling her mouth, creeping around the nasal passages and epiglottis. Kept in
through gritted teeth and lips pressed together like velcro.
Her eyes were hollow and her lips were red from being bitten. They both
worked constantly. Eyes darting about, shining fever bright. Mouth constantly
eating itself. The smallest sliver of moon shone in through the curtain chinks,
outlining the shadowshape on the white wall. A suggested head and torso, vague
limbs. The name pounded in her head.
In that halflight netherworld a shadow hand reached out to touch her breast.
She screamed. She screamed too long. But only she could hear it.
Oh Jesus.
WESTERLY. No.3. SPRING. 1992
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PHILIP SALOM

Visiting the Cave

After the taxi ride from the city
through rough back streets and tin hovels
and the heat, into countryside no-one
seems sure enough to claim outright...
Once parked, the driver promises
to wait under the shade, feet up
as we stare, amazed as monkeys,
to see the railing and the cliff
of concrete. So we must climb
the heart-killing steps, as steep
as narrow staircases in those angular
and cheap hotels of Paris. We climb.
Going up or down, everyone's the same:
wordless, lacking breath, from pain
and not from any larger concept than
shin against summit. Each added weight
is hindrance: the heavy reflex camera,
the video, all western extras we would
throw aside like past embarrassments,
like whatever strains or breathes as hard
as this feral violence in the chest,
as this anger in the legs... The sky
has its foot on us, but we climb on,
our lungs as hot as phorphorus.
What's up there? Nothing. The Gods
are thorough. It's what they promise,
if you read the brochures carefully.
An empty vault. Centuries ago the roof

8
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fell in like a thunderclap. It's quiet,
still, but for the supercillious hunger
of the monkeys. Lust and worldliness.
The monkeys are the final rip-off
as they haggle beside the steps
for their peanuts. They know they'll
be there when we've turned back
but cannot face the steep descent
until we have done something.
The light inside the fallen cave-dome
has no weight at all, no mass and no
revelation therefore. It is as empty
as faintness. And yet... A Hindu monk
attends a tiny flame in a booth-sized
painted alcove. This is the shrine.
This, so small and so alike
any of ten thousand Hindu shrines
is placed like a phone-tap into the great
and disappointing silence of the vault.
Cling to nothing. Thread flowers on strings.
The photos we take on our son's
cheap camera, get it right: space, and
our tiny figures underneath the light.
And we do, we feed the bloody monkeys.
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SERGIE TIMOFEYEV

White Heart

Always on these holidays
I feel that being a ghost is easy for me.
Loom intoxicated sun rays
Are lying on the ground amid a group of kids.
Can you estimate the degree of a future catastrophe? No, no,
My barber is a hot-tempered sanguine
Man. Beautiful women along the way,
Burdened by display, are smiling
Half asleep. Having raised an imaginary
Hat I leave it motionless. Look,
You'll be caught by a cop
If you won't stop buying mirrors
Carrying a wind of pleasure in carved
Venetian frames. Ghosts don't have Eskimo Pies
But they're lovely on their tiny sticks. Just as in days gone by
Our boys prefer to wear sailors' coats
In family photographs. This year
The month of May ends in July.
Light snow, clouds in transit, a man
Can break his habits on a gentle Monday.
The fires seem innumerable but those who have arrived
From their holidays are still performing fancy dance steps.
At the airport
They learn of a slump in prices. A stately African
Speaks of Addis-Ababa. Kids
Are like flowers in their rapture over everything odd.
They are less excited by a scarlet ball
Than by coinciding numbers. Look,
I don't leave footprints any more.

10
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ROSANNE MUSU

Itinerary

Before we go, I keep describing the place to myself so that I can be sure it is the
one I have told her about so often. I have written about it so many times in my
journal. I have described over and over again; the ramparts, the bastions and little
fishing villages whose boats bob near the concrete wharf. She listens carefully to
each of my little descriptions, even when we are on the way somewhere and she is
excited about the play or opera we are going to see. She listens and asks questions.
I put my arm around her shoulders and, like in a conspiracy, tell her again about
buildings made of large blocks of grey stone. The stone is not grey when quarried.
Soft, almost pink and cream, it appears spongy and almost manageable. It seems to
gain weight with time, and substance.
The stone is what constitutes the character of the place. Turned into buildings,
ramparts and bridges it gradually takes on the perpetual feeling of strength. It turns
grey. New buildings are instantly recognisable. Not for their architecture; because
they have been building in the same style for centuries; but by their colour. New
buildings are yellow, light pink. The curves of comer ornamentation, the lipped
ledges and prominent keystones on arches are almost identical everywhere.
Mona listens to all this, imagining I suppose, what it would really look like
when we get there. I resist showing her the few pictures I have of the place because
I have taken them myself and it would be too embarrassing to own to the shaky
perspectives and incorrect exposures. She knows about these things.
She knows about subtlety and humour. When I hold her shoulders she knows
it is not conspiracy but lack of something she would term confidence in other people
we know. We have a few mutual friends at the University but not many. Being in
the same department means a scarcity of diversification. Perhaps she would not put
it quite like that herself, but we found it, at the beginning, increasingly difficult to
find acquaintances that matched, to bring together. We had started giving dinners
and parties together, even though it was only a house that we shared and not a life.
She is an impressive cook, and her efforts to persuade me how easy it all is
were not successful; she handles large pieces of meat and boxes of different
vegetables easily. With a kind of surgical grace she chooses, peels and presents
fruits. Sauces and garnishes seem to be conjured out of a few minutes in the
kitchen, which became her domain. I would venture in for a quick, primitive
breakfast before she was up, and hurry off to the campus without a word.
Mentally I describe the place to myself before we arrive there next month. I
see again dry creeks, craggy outcrops of grey rock in the middle of patchwork
fields. I cannot remember any more what they grow there. Carrots or aubergines;
perhaps tomatoes and green peppers - I don't know. There are winding narrow
roads flanked by rubble walls and hedges of prickly pear. Churches and chapels of
WESTERLY, No.3, SPRING, 1992
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the same grey stone appear at intervals on every street, round every comer. The
noise of their bells can be deafening. I tell her about the homes sometimes, the rows
of terraced houses all sturdy and permanent, with doorsteps like wharves. Windows
with wooden louvered shutters that are almost ritualistically thrown open every
morning and are reached for and closed at night. It is hard to describe what I mean
by the insularity of the people, who barricade themselves into formidable houses
with flat roofs and thick walls against some imaginary, traditional enemy now lost
in the peacefulness of present existence.
Mona listens to poor narrations of a threadbare knowledge of history
unsupported by books. Legend seems easier to impart. Drinking her coffee in our
shared kitchen became a habit and all at once the University saw us as a couple and
neither of us seemed to want to argue the fact or mind. So it was in this ordered
way that we drifted into a relationship ordained by the supposition of others. We
smiled and formed another kind of conspiracy when we were not yet sleeping
together, and smiled in a kind of comfortable acceptance after.
Now, we use the kitchen and lounge in exactly the same way we did then,
when we first became sharing tenants. We still have our separate bedrooms. I have
my computer in mine and dozens of my books in piles along one wall, which I
suppose I should transfer to the shelves in the lounge. There are a few of hers there,
and some of her records, but the bulk of her belongings must still be crammed into
her bedroom, the inside of which I have only seen once. I have the only double bed
in the house, and it is here that we fulfil what the University seems to have declared
for us. Perhaps we feel it goes with the commitment of contract. The first time, it
was after a staff meeting at which Mona and I were the only ones to vote in favour
of change to some timetable I have forgotten about. That placed us firmly in our
own camp and returning to our house together, sharing a teapot of what she called
Earl Grey and not just tea, lighting the lounge fire and discussing the meeting,
seemed so domestic it seemed hardly strange that I looped my arm through hers and
kissed her on the couch. That night we watched no television and marked no
papers, activities we always agreed upon and did together in a kind of
companionable silence.
I can see in Mona's eyes a compliant satisfaction that the easy drifting into
things gives her. She thinks we have dovetailing qualities and talents. I am
hopeless in the kitchen; she does not know so much about home maintenance that
would allow her to change a light globe safely. It is this dovetailing she presumes
upon that led her, I suppose, to suggest we holiday together and what better place
than somewhere one of us knows intimately?
Sunsets watched from steep cliffs; dark starkly-profiled islands in a calm sea;
these are what I describe to her. Formal parks and public gardens surrounded by
high protective walls. She does not understand the need for such protection, and
neither do I, but the walls are there. So is the moat around the ancient walled city,
which is also grey, and the massive portals and huge impenetrable wooden doors of
castles and cathedrals. The ferry trips between islands and shingle beaches I still
have to tell her about. I will probably leave out any mention of my attempts at
romance with young local girls who giggled in spite of their superior experience to
mine. Moulded concrete benches placed at intervals along cliffs and seaside
promenades, most identical and some painted a resolute green, will be where we
shall sit. Perhaps then I will not be reminded of what I think of now: suntanned
skin on the arms of Natalie, and her salt-bleached hair. I wonder what has become
of all the people I knew then.
Swimming off rocks, white rounded and crumbling rocks on the edge of some
brilliant bay, will be the same as ever. Describing salt-pans carved out of ancient
12
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rock to Mona, I see statues and shrines carved and painted, and the incessant swash
of waves on some old boat ramp set in concrete and used still by fishermen early in
the morning. There are thousands of buoys strung in irregular jumbles and
formations all over the choppy surface of a well-sheltered harbour. Canvas, tentIike,
shades the activities of women scaling and gutting unusual fish. Seasonal gluts
make shopping impossibly inexpensive and I am sure we will laugh together
comparing prices with what we now spend on groceries.
This falling together into compatibility is not always comfortable to me and
severe twinges of guilt come together even as we float in a daily existence of
successful timing, grateful humour and unlikely sweetness, and I wonder whether I
will do something very soon to upset this fine arrangement, to introduce some drama
or polarity we can pitch ourselves against, apart and in conflict for once.
I think of places to quarrel in, among neolithic temples with spiralling
hieroglyphics and huge clay bowls set on altars. Narrow catacombs are thick with
the stifling smells of antiquity and tourists, sprawling hotels are built out of the same
stone and look almost Caribbean, with palms and waiters in patterned shirts. Angry
words and quick reconciliations on crowded buses and inside lifts, ascending and
descending through imposing buildings. There are many street cafes, a bevy of craft
shops and museums, and the national theatre has an incomparable interior and, they
say, perfect acoustics.
I must pick up the tickets this afternoon. Missing that appointment will entirely
ruin the weekend and one of us will have to hurry in to the travel office on Monday
with apologies and explanations. I think of an aeroplane losing height gracefully,
over roofs and cliffs and beaches, over rocks and imperceptible dots of green. It is
already very late and to scramble for that parking spot seems too much of an effort.
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TERUKO ANDERSON-JONES

Dancing Outside the Circle

I wish now that I had called out
for you to join our circle,
I wish I had put a valentine
in your box.
A memory sticks in my mind of you
standing in the doorway at recess
wearing that long blue coat
(which made you look even taller)
watching as a group of us
joined hands and practised the dance
we learned at gym.
You knew the dance, too
and though you kept time with us
you never attempted to join our circle,
and I never thought to wonder why.
It wasn't until much later

that I realized you were
operating under some unwritten law,
one that you had been familiar
with since childhood,
the one that states
homeliness precludes acceptance
so don't bother to try ...
You were the unpopular one
too tall for twelve, thin and angular,
awkward as a collapsible umbrella.

14
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MAURILIA MEEHAN

Seven Across

The crossword puzzle lay half-covering the answering machine, which was blinking
as usual, when Rhonda came home from the surgery.
She did not transfer the "answer" lever to "at home". Instead, she ran the shower
while she got undressed.
Like most people who first got an answering machine to ensure that they got every
attempt at contact, she now used it to screen calls.
She always needed a shower after a day of looking down patients' mouths,
breathing in everything from garlic to peppermint toothpaste, even through her
mask. Even with musak on all day and her sweet dental assistant to pass her
amalgam and talk about her dates from the computer agency, dentistry was tense
work.
Now, in her white towelling robe, she put her feet up on the coffee table and with
the remote, played her favourite CD, The Courts of Love. Mediaeval, relaxing.
The words always astonished her - infidelity, triangles.
"Love another in public
and me in private,
so that I have all the benefit,
and he the reputation."
Or, in her case, "she".
Nothing had changed since the twelfth century. She took up a thick-nibbed fountain
pen and the crossword puzzle from last night's paper. Only one clue was missing.
7 ACROSS. Kept woman. First letter M.
Instead of filling it in however, as she was going to do because the answer was
obvious, she started doodling around the black and white squares.
"Love", she wrote.
Then "courtly love".
Then "mistress".
Mistress suggested:
a) younger than the man
b) recipient of expensive presents
c) she was waiting for him to leave his wife
d) she was more attractive than his wife.
None of these free associations applied to her. So what was the word which defined
her relationship with Peter?
She crossed out the word "mistress", though she was unable to think of a
replacement title.
Officially, she did not exist, though they had been seeing each other for five years,
during which time her architect-designed house had provided him with a refuge
WESTERLY. No.3. SPRING. 1992
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from the hectic pace of family life.
And provided her with what she called her weekly "medicine".
That is, he fucked-her-brains-out once a week at her place, once a month at Hotel
d' Amour. This did her more good than all her executive formula B tablets put
together.
She had always preferred married men because they did not hang around all the
time. She enjoyed being alone. Married men were great for casual fucks.
She bought him chocolates and presents. Because all his children were in private
schools he often had cash-flow problems.
She never did.
Because of all this, she was not happy with the word "mistress" to describe their
relationship, and tonight, because of the crossword, she had this bee in her bonnet.
She was desperate to define their relationship.
The crossword was in front of her now, with only that word missing. She knew
what it was, of course, but something in her refused to let her submit to this
definition, refuse to go along with this deception.
"Mistress. "
The masculine would be "Master."
She wrote it down.
Tested out the sentence, "He is my master." Scoffed. No way. Not what she had
in mind at all.
Or there was "toyboy" of course, like Cher, but after all, Peter was a married man
with three children and not that young.
She had met Peter five years ago when he had problems with his molars.
He needed bridgework, and he had been her last appointment every Thursday for six
months. She had fallen in love with his mouth - his lips were firm, full, his gums
showed no sign of gengivitis common with middle-age. And his breath, even after
an hour of reconstruction, remained sweet and coolon her hands, even through the
thin protective gloves she always wore.
She was very particular about body odours, and even more so about breath. She
knew that even after the most torrid nights he would be one of those rare people
who would wake up with sweet breath in the morning.
She knew she was unreasonable to have this fixation about oral hygiene but could
not help falling for the man with the most hygienic mouth in Melbourne.
As well as all this, he was so co-operative, opening his mouth as wide as he could
when instructed to do so. And he always paid cash.
So, after four months of heavy-breathing bridgework, he came back for a check-up
and asked her out for coffee when the assistant was momentarily away getting his
X-rays.
She said no.
"I never go out with patients. Abuse of professional trust. Law suits, god knows
what...1 love my job."
He looked annoyed for a moment, then his frown cleared.
"You mean you would go out with me if I wasn't your patient?"
"Why not?", she smiled, turning away, arranging the silver implements in the
glistening tray.
"OK. I'm changing dentists from now on. No offence?"
"No offence. You'll have to wait a few minutes while we close up ... "
So it was settled.
Every Thursday, he told his wife, he was visiting the dentist, (which he was in a
way) and then "networking" with the boys.
And this arrangement suited his dentist.
16
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Though she never admitted it to him, she found dentistry unrewarding.
Children, refusing to open their mouths, making her feel like the big bad witch,
extracting enormous bribes from their mothers or threatened with having their lights
smashed in by their fathers.
Fearful adults with ineradicable memories of the dental tortures of their childhoods,
always amazed that, just as she had told them, "It didn't hurt that much".
No, nobody liked dentists, and if she wasn't careful, she slipped into believing no
one liked her. Dentists, she knew, had the highest suicide rate of any professional
group in the world. That was why Peter's love for her was important. He was an
actual patient (well, ex-patient) who loved her.
And once a week suited her.
She enjoyed being alone six nights a week, listening to music, working out to her
aerobics video, doing crosswords, having long herbal baths, shopping late at night at
the small Italian grocery round the comer, where she usually bought frozen meals
for one. Then when "his" night was coming up, she'd prepare everything - buy
snow peas and wild rice and expensive wines or book a restaurant.
Bring out the black satin sheets and underwear, buy cut flowers and light incense.
She loved having no shortage of money and it was a pleasure for her to spend it on
an impoverished (in her eyes) married man. He came into her flat as to an oasis,
a package all-inclusive holiday and they spent most of their brief time together
between the black sheets, their skin made ever whiter against them, her red hair set
off in striking contrast. He was shy about being seen naked, and afterwards would
wrap a sheet around him like a toga.
He was so clean, so well-cared for.
She loved this about him.
His shoes were always so well-polished, his shirts so carefully ironed, his socks
never seemed to smell of anything but eucalyptus. She felt grateful for his unknown
wife, for grooming him so well, for reminding him about his hairdressing
appointments, ironing his collars so well, choosing good quality trousers for him.
In assuming she did all this Rhonda was not being sexist - she knew his wife did
all this for him.
She found out by testing him.
She asked him what brand his new pants were, where he got them (they were
always from Fletcher Jones) and he had no idea. His wife must go in there with his
measurements, have them made up. She had told him once his shirt was creased
and had set up the ironing board for him, but he didn't even know how to fill the
steam iron with water. And his shirts were definitely steam ironed.
Rhonda was aware of the privilege it was to have a wife to take care of all these
mundane concems. The lean and hungry look of a neglected, tousle-haired bachelor
did not have the same pampered, contented appeal to her as the married man.
The married man radiates easiness. Seems in charge, in control, confident, relaxed
and above all, stable. (And he is, until the mistress comes along.) His wife's
devotion to his physical well-being unwittingly makes him more appealing to other
women, sets him apart from the desperate, over-eager rogue male.
Rhonda's pen traced the word "wife".
Thank god for his wife.
She drew a little heart around the world.
What was her name? She kept forgetting because it was so ordinary. Ann, that's
right, without even an "E" on the end. Well, Ann saved Rhonda from the drudgery
involved in "keeping" a man, enabled Rhonda to skim off the cream, leaving Ann
such jobs as throwing out the leftover, rancid milk.
And she was grateful. Rhonda lay back on the couch, the music lulling her into
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vague and deliciously erotic images of the night before last. Peter was so
randy ... she added an arrow to the heart surrounding the word "wife", making it
perhaps sharper than necessary.
She wrote her own name, Rhonda, next to the word "wife" and joined the two
together with a large double headed two-way arrow.
Interdependence.
But Ann was welcome to him.
After all, only Rhonda knew how conniving he was.
She also knew that if she applied a little pressure, he would leave Ann and the
children. But he would wait to be asked. He would set it up so that if his new life
with Rhonda didn't work out, it would always be Rhonda's fault, not his.
But there was no way that Rhonda would want a serious relationship with a liar like
Peter. She wanted a devoted father for the child she would have one day, and knew
that if Peter ever left one set of children he could easily leave the next.
No, there was no rush. One day, she would find an honest, loving, faithful husband,
but she knew it could never be Peter.
She put down the doodle-covered crossword with its still blank 7 ACROSS and was
about to savour the last song on the CD, when her eyes fell on the blinking light of
the answering machine.
Expecting cancelled appointments for tomorrow, she got out her work diary, then
pressed PLA Y MESSAGE.
As she thought...lO.OO a.m. - cancel.
Good, the child who only opened his mouth when his mother waved a Mars Bar
under his nose. Good, she would sleep in a bit and ... but then a desperate sobbing
voice she at first didn't recognise broke into her planning.
She didn't want to hear it.
Instinctively, she put her hands over her ears, but it was no good, the voice
penetrated her skin. The CD came to an end. There was silence in the room except
for this high, quavering male voice.
"I've told her, I've left her. I'm coming over in the morning to stay forever. I love
you darling I can't stand this any more ... " and here Peter's voice disintegrated again
into sobs.
She snapped off the button.
On his way?
Coming here?
A man who couldn't cook or iron his own shirts?
With no money and three kids to dump on her at weekends?
Him, alone, without the support of his wife?
Impossible. Panicking, she got out the Yellow Pages, looked under locksmiths,
emergency.
"Yes, I'd like the lock changed on my door. .. yes ... no, NOW. Yes I'll pay
emergency rates. Yes, right now, Flat 5, 889 High Street." She replaced the
receiver, wiped this message off her machine with a sense that she was erasing it
from time, that it had never happened.
If only he realised that without his wife, he would be a hopeless case. She had no
intention of taking him on without his wife's support.
She would have to get a locum, disappear for a few weeks, leave at dawn. Trying
to calm herself, she reached out for the crossword, where the eight blank white
squares jumped out at her. She hated leaving a crossword unfinished.
She picked up her dictionary, flicked through it.
"Mistress' - n. I. A woman who has authority or control; the female head of a
household or some other establishment. 2. A woman employing, or in authority
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over, servants or attendants. (Yes she supposed he could be called her attendant, her
body-servant.) 3. A female owner, as of a slave, a horse, a dog, etc. 4. A woman
who has the power of controlling or disposing of something at pleasure. 5.
Something regarded as feminine which has control or supremacy. 6. A female head
teacher in a particular subject department in a secondary school. 7. A women who
8.
has a continuing sexual relationship with one man outside marriage.
(ARCHAIC) sweetheart.
Number 4. That was the most appealing.
She was happy to be called Peter's mistress if that were her own, private definition.
She crossed out all the free associations she had scribbled round the crossword, so
that it was an inky mess.
Then she wrote down definition No. 4 directly opposite 7 ACROSS.
"A woman who has the power of controlling or disposing of something at leisure."
Then, at last, she filled in the eight blank squares, and the crossword was finished.

LYN McCREDDEN

Nick's Poem

Do you get to choose
where you die? he asks,
the Melbourne General slipping past
as we drive for the suburbs and sleep.
You mean "buried", don't you, "buried"?
(always safe in words).
Yes, "buried". Can you choose?
I want to be buried next to you.
You'll go first, and then
I'll know where to come.
As if he would always be
five years old,
sleep-sweet in the morning
slipping beneath the covers,
warm between parents
who'll go first,
ready for another endless day.
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VINCENT O'SULLIVAN

Play it again, Sam

The brothers Vettii painted a prick on their front
door, the liveliest thing in Pompeii.
At the entrance to their courtyard's ancient garden,
the magenta panels with tiny depictions
of delight, that salacious poundage freights
down from the past, the venerian prong
vivid as welding as you tum from death's
obdurate highways, from that famous
cold storage to ourselves, again.
Then a room the size of a pantry - a woman
riding a man, a man bending a woman
so they sag, deliciously spent such sharp elation defying the ashy
streets. Time is seldom starker, nor the bright
hurricanes of desire, the ecstatic
unending sameness where we all began.
The dirty in other contexts, the mercenary
porn, take a tumble to sheer brio
that the facts are these. We leave the house
of the horny brothers in their solid debt.
We have touched for the moment the dull boxes
of the dead, heard the rapacious silence,
felt marble rims. Now we carry sex
back with us like sacred poppies, enchanted
com, exiting pure darkness
into purer light.
Ave, semper Jratres!
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TOM SHAPCOn

Meditation 4: Rhapsody in a Perth
Parking Lot
I

I walk across the university parking lot
and am surrounded by car sun-shades, poked everywhere
behind windscreens, resting on steering-wheels,
holding off the blaze. Quite ordinary
yet suddenly they make me take another look.
Makeshift Aussie efficiency; exclamation marks
pointing up poor design, the failure of glamour, our own
dumb
acceptance of the imported model's claim.
These shields are like writers. Their triumph
is the act of critique, their efficiency
is ad hoc but it's purposeful. Society
should wince but the Emperor's New Sedan is a marvel,
TV tells us so. The naked Emperor flinches
on the scalding seat but still people place orders.
Writers are the child: "Look! The nudist emperor
has burned his bum! The front seat's always too hot;
didn't anyone say that to him?"
II

The late model cars sit in rows, Parliamentarians.
1901 has set rigid. Imagine a new Northern State
in the 21st Century, centred on Townsville
or Cairns: Asia beckons but the Brisbane line
is still here. We inherit strategies intoned
by a visiting English General in 1913. Our faces are red
the sun glares in at us, we cringe, and we improvise
but the model is something we dare not criticise.
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III

In our Emperor Sedans we hasten to be reassured
that these very models have the strength of protection.
Perhaps it's true: they keep out the wind.
What happens, though, is we accept anything while
avoiding the great threat: vulnerability
and exile.
IV

No help to know we live in the era of Exile,
the age of universal speed and vertigo.
We praise the speed of this motor but it's the bubble,
protection, defines us now.
V

Those old expansionist empires (did you get the fax?)
all crumbled. Once travel to London dropped
from four weeks to four days we did discover
the schoolbooks were fifty years wrong. Swinging London
was multicultural when we hadn't even invented the term.
Edwardian clothes were drag.
We still begged - please! - despite the fact
that language (and Royalty) fails,
for some Edwardian skeleton to come and govern New South
Wales.
Well, jet travel moved the world and we moved round
into the Eclectic Years. So many people travelled
it wasn't even elite. The stay-at-homes
became mobilised: television full blast, the LP record
with all the world taped. Offset reprography
led us to the later age, the laser age,
plastic money, and the glorious fax.
We live now in a globe
where the greatest challenge is not 'Who
will blast whom into the (depleted) ozone layer?'
but 'What are the copyright implications,
nation to nation,
of access and participation?'
It could be said the end of the Soviet Empire

was not the fall of the Berlin Wall
but, in the Eastern Bloc, the means
which introduced the fax machines.
The new communications command the field
like kelpie dogs snapping at our heels.
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VI

Technology pampers and threatens us, often enough
with the thought of exile. We know
we are exiled from the Olden Days
of the old ways. Wasn't it always so?

VII
On this sunshine-bouncing morning, no, I will not
be threatened. Even this modest metropolis of Perth
has on its shelves more information and wealth
than would have burned in the Library of Alexandria.
If I wish I can read this morning's New York Times
on my screen here in Perth, Australia.
Distance has dissolved. Time shrank for us
decades back. I want to shout it. It has to be said:
this is good, good, good!
We live in the most eclectic age. That is the word.
Eclecticism is not the same
as the Nineteenth century cult of 'the exotic'
it's not the eighteenth century
with its aristocratic craze for chinoiserie.
Eclecticism's inclusive, it's generic.
It's not based on spoils of empire
but on sharing and the right to know.
It has an enquiring spirit and a sense of followthrough.
You have to get it right. That's what I am saying.
That's why the Beatles ended using Ravi Shankar
himself. That's why the latest Airport Novel must get
not only the town but the precise street
and its angle to the sun. Precision is the new
demand.
In our age of information we are defined.
If you fudge it you are done.

VIII
I accept also the Age of Information Overkill.
It's made us all exiles to our history, because
all Western cultures have been placed on the mat.
That's just the start. Asia is home territory now,
coming or not.
We live at the end of an era that,
in order to begin again, exiled itself.
We have pulled the plug from the comfort of cathedrals
the museum collections and the solace of music.
Only tourists stay in castles.
What remains is wit
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and pain and the new knowledge that we must attune
with the acceleration point on a planet
of diminished distance and tabulated time.
Information Overkill, as a phrase,
tells us it is a phase.
There is much to digest before we move on,
before we settle in.

IX

Of course, if we let ourselves be sold
another windscreen curved to catch
today's sun we must be prepared, then,
for the cancer spots
to come on line.
X

Last week I was in Jakarta. Unreal, today?
Perth looks unreal
and affable. Tonight I will eat Indonesian
locally. We have learned some things.
Our stomach defines us aptly. How changed
my country, since we talked of 'home'
with overcooked meat, watery veg!
Home settles in around us, close by.
Kids at school master work processors
they teach us video skills.
They insist on the new restaurant we must try.
In a hot parking lot I can still grin
at these improvised sun-beaters,
these windscreen-modifiers,
these cardboard and plastic shields.
We've got something,
a streak of ironic effect, a knack of inventing
solutions that work, a tiny critique
of Foreign Masters, Old Emperors naked
In the glare of the Australian sun.
Now we have settled in Asia
that should be our signature:
invention and irreverence
are the makings we can dob in.
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JUDITH O'DONNELL

The Closed Shop

He comes into the room where I am working, stands a little bit behind me and
says; 'It's all been done before, you know, back in the sixties.'
I am a mature age student. A very mature age student at art school. A little
short. A little bit dumpy. A little too heavy around the legs and the only reasons
I came to art school was to learn how to fly. But comments, such as: 'Have you
ever heard of an artist called Greg -?' 'No, sorry, I haven't.' 'Western Australian
artist?' 'No, sorry, never heard of him.' 'Well, he painted the sort of things you're
trying to paint back in the '60s. He's dead now. ': Are keeping me, right down here,
on the tarmac.
I suppose what makes this all extra pathetic is I do believe the lecturer is trying
to be helpful. He is not a nasty or vicious man at all. Quite the opposite. He is
a rather friendly, amiable, bumbling sort of fellow. The sort of man that would
make a first-class garden gnome. Rumour has it that he has been lecturing here for
more than twenty-five years. Rumour also has it that he was once an art student
here. Now thirty years is an awful long time for an artist to be spending in the one
place.
His name is Greg. All the lecturers here, apart form one female teacher that
comes in two mornings a week, are called Greg. If you add up all the different
departments; sculpture, printmaking, art history, drawing, painting, you'll find that
there are seventeen Gregs working here. Now that's an awful lot of Gregs to be
working in the one art school at the one time.
I mentioned this to Greg one day as we were both walking down the corridor.
This Greg, by the way, is Big Greg. Head of the Art Department Greg. I said,
'Don't you think that this art school has too many Gregs on the staff. Don't you
think we need a bit more variety?'
And he said to me. 'You haven't really thought this issue through, have you?
Because if you had bothered to think about it you'd have realised that this art school
has a very diverse staff. We cover the whole spectrum, from abstract expressionists
through to realists. Now you can't get much more diverse than that, can you?'
'But Gr-eg! They're all mates. The only people who get work in this art
school are mates. Honestly, it's like the bloody R.S.L. around here.'
I was quite surprised by the effect my remark had on Greg. Amazed.
Delighted actually. He looked quite stunned. I suppose what we have here is a
rather severe image problem. Because I don't think Greg ever seems himself as a
boring, boarish, conservative, reactionary old soldier. Rather I think he fancies
himself as a fresh, innovative artist.
'Whoa! Hang on a minute there, Girl,' he says, 'you're being a bit unfair.
Some of the lecturers have been here for more than twenty years, I can't just fire
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them.'
'That's not true Greg. Last year there was a vacancy for a permanent, full-time
position and you went and hired another Greg. Another mate.'
'Yes, and I had to work damn hard to get him too. All the other art schools
were vying for him. Don't you read the newspapers? Greg is Australia's greatest,
living, figurative artist.'
I know what he is referring to. He is referring to an article written about Greg
in the daily paper. 'Australia's greatest, living, figurative artist'. was how the writer
of the article summed him up. But blowing around the art school's corridors is a
rumour. A somewhat nasty rumour. Greg and the writer of the article are mates.
This article has come about because Greg is having an exhibition. He is only
fifty-seven and this is his second retrospective exhibition. I have a problem with
that, because I thought artists only had retrospective exhibitions when they were
dead or dying and Greg seems healthy enough. He is a short, cocky, bantam-weight
cockerel of a man, who never walks but struts, clicks and clatters down the long,
endless corridors that make up the art school psyche.
I haven't really had much to do with Australia's greatest, living, figurative
artist. Only once has he come into the studio where I work. I had only just started
on a brand new canvas, and apart form three or four blobs of paint the canvas was
a complete blank. He came in and stood behind me, I moved over to one side and
he zoomed straight in for the kill. One insignificant blob in particular, seem to
galvanize his attention. He examined it long and carefully. Silence. Then he turned
towards me, looked me straight in the face and said, 'Mmmmmmm, so that's the
sort of person you are.' Turned and walked straight back out the door again.
Strange? Most Strange? Still my mind is made up. I will go and see the great
man's exhibition.
It takes some effort on my part to get into the galleries. I live on the outereastern suburban fringe and all the big name galleries are in the inner city. I spent
an hour and a quarter on the train and about three-quarters of an hour just walking
around trying to find the right gallery. But that's not Greg's fault, it was mine. I
didn't look the address up properly in the directory. I mention all this, because
before I had even got to the exhibition I was feeling a little peeved.
The gallery was off Victoria Pde, but much further down than I thought it
would be. But there was no mistaking the 'Little Aussie Battler' gallery when I
came to it. It was in an old but beautifully restored building. This is one of
Melbourne's top galleries and it only shows the work of well established artists.
I had trouble opening the heavy glass doors and at first I thought that I was
being refused admittance. Deliberately locked out by some kind of remote control
device. How dare they! But I was wrong. The door just required a lot of effort
to open. The exhibition inside was worse than I could possibly have imagined.
The paintings on the wall were all of women. Women under the age of thirty.
Well there is nothing remarkable about that. That seems to be the standard practice.
Women between the ages of thirty and sixty being quite outside the art world
oeuvre. But that wasn't my first impression. My very first impression, after quickly
looking around the gallery, was: 'Now here is a man whose wife has been having
a love affair with another man for twenty years, and well she might, because he
obviously wouldn't know the difference.'
On the back wall as a portrait of a young woman, late teens or early twenties,
with long dark hair and large coy eyes. She was holding in her mouth, by its stem,
a long red rose. This must be Carmen, that saucy, young flirt. I went up for a
closer inspection. I looked down at my catalogue and realised my big mistake.
These weren't paintings at all. I should have guessed that someone as up to the
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minute as Greg wouldn't be wasting his talent on something as dated as paint. No,
these were all multi-media works-on-paper.
There was another interesting painting on the left wall. Large, almost life-size,
it was of a heavily pregnant woman standing behind a strange, dark canine type
creature. Dog? Fox? Hound? I know from art history that Gauguin painted a
painting of a young girl with a hound, the hound representing loss of virginity, but
wouldn't that be a little superfluous here? Surely it goes without saying that a
woman nine months pregnant is no longer a virgin.
I am going down, down, down, the evolutionary ladder of artistic symbols.
Down. Down. Down. How low need I go? That strange canine creature stands
for raw animal lust? Stands for that dark mysterious thing that is woman? Stands
for the fear and uncertainty of childbirth? Or am I just not reading this thing
correctly. Maybe it isn't a symbolic painting after all. Maybe it just is what it is.
A dead straight representational painting of a heavily pregnant woman wearing a
skin-tight, see-through nightie, taking her pet werewolf for a walk.
I see Greg at art school the next day. He is in the distance, walking towards
the carpark. And even though I am a little short-sighted I know it is him by that
funny, quick, jerky walk of his. I manage to catch up with him.
'Bonjour, Monsieur Courbet.'
'Oh, hello, how are you?'
'I saw your exhibition yesterday. Tell me, what's it all about?'
'Oh,' he says, 'I am very interested in icons.' He has an expressive, gestural
way of talking. 'And I'm trying to create an icon that will symbolize the last quarter
of the twentieth century.'
'Well that sounds like a very ambitious project, Greg. I'm working on
something a little smaller.'
'That's alright,' he said. 'Icons can be of any size. Why someone like you
could create an icon out of a clothes peg.'
'Not quite that small, Greg.'
Greg's wife is sick. I know because I overhear two of the Gregs talking about
her in the corridor.
'You know Greg's wife is in hospital, don't you mate?'
'No, I didn't. Nothing too serious I hope.'
'Some sort of woman's complaint. She is having a spot of bother with her
internal plumbing.'
It is now September. Only ten weeks to go to final assessment and I am
having serious doubts about whether I will be getting my degree after all. I seem
to have run out of steam and I am falling further and further behind. I feel
depressed. I need someone to talk to. I decide upon, nice, friendly, amiable 01'
Greg.
For some strange reason Greg has a rather large office and a rather large desk
and a rather large number of manilla folders or files. Most probably these are
student records. There are piles of folders on his desk, on top of the bookcase, on
the seats of the chairs and on the floor. Another pile covers the top of the
wastepaper bin which means that on the carpet around the base of the bin are
screwed up balls of waste paper.
I sit down opposite him and think impure, feminist thoughts. I want to mother
him. I want to clean up his room. I want to wash his dirty coffee cups and pick
the balls of paper up off the floor. I want to get out the vacuum cleaner and vacuum
the carpet.
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'I'm having trouble getting the work done, Greg. I'm so far behind I'm not
sure if I will be able to complete the course.'
'Oh you don't have to worry. You'll be alright. All you have to do is hand
in ten paintings. Doesn't matter much what they are like, just as long as you hand
in ten. If you put your mind to it you should be able to knock the whole lot out in
a fortnight.'
'Are you quite sure, Greg, that that is the right attitude?'
'Yes, yes, yes, you'll be alright. Keep the paintings small, that's the secret.
Don't make them too big.'
Two week to go and I am angry. Really angry! Big Greg promised that our
external assessor would be someone different. Very different. And I have just
heard the news. He has gone and hired another Greg. Another mate.
'But you promised Greg. You promised. You said that you were going to get
in someone completely different.'
'He is different. He's young. He's enthusiastic. He has just come back from
a six months study leave of New York. What more could you want?'
'He's another mate, Greg. He's just another one of your mates. It's so unfair.'
'But you can't make the system completely fair, you know that. Art is
subjective. But we do the best we can. Each student's work will be assessed by a
panel of six. You can't get much fairer than that!'
'But everybody on the panel is the same. Everybody on the panel is called
Greg!'
'Well, what name would you like?'
'Maria, Susan, Fatima. Cohen, Wong, LeRoi. Anything by Greg!'
'You're shouting at mel'
'Bah!'
I pass. Rumour has it we have all passed. Rumour has it that we have all got
the same mark. Wonderful! Democracy at work. Or is it post-modem deconstructionist theory? Oh well. Such is Art!
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SELWYN PRITCHARD

Read

Whilst masons amended history
with more heroes dead of the imperial
wound, my aircrew brother, amputee,
was honoured amongst bus queues under
hospital-blue skies that peaceful summer
when oranges came off the ration.
There were white scars on Dad's legs from
the First Contest's poison gas as we sat
on the shore conveyor-belting butties
of sliced bread (mum, dad, three lads)
chucking gulls crusts, rocks at the sea
forever licking its lips, ridged palate.
The re-opened wrought-iron pier had
muscled legs stuck in crabby pools where
barbed wire bled and on a leeward stall
I found a shocking book in that age
of austerity, pages unused
like morning's ebb shore and words scant as
shells, bright with right simplicity,
or so it seemed to me, blurter of truth
over boarding house starch, brothers'
derision, spilling idealism like
ketchup ...
It took my hot half-crown.
Here's my fly-leaf flourish;
years on, the poet's
neat on the title page ...
'0 dark eyes
I am weary of the white wrath of
the sea / Come with me to the vernal woods'
I parodied at parties: over
the top and charged with a yell of self!
But then I learned the pathos of soldiers;
power's bloody-minded nonchalance
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and finn clasp of the anarchist dead.
As he
was benighted by a war-monger,
so his long hope for an art to salve
like midnight carols or break through in
no-man's land kind as Spring flowers, seems
artless as these poems now in times when
only money can communicate,
art's a commodity, and missiles
fly Orwellian trajectories into
the mumbling future.

These live. He's
back beneath the soil his fathers tilled.

KEVIN MURRAY

Portraits

By French windows in the cedar room, a small
cat watching from her mother's couch, she is speaking of woman as Other. He and the room
may prove this true.
She pauses, spelled by the barley-sugar light,
lifts her hair, backlit against a ground of green.
He frames her, a Salon portrait, Paris,
1813,
the object of his look. The Manet cat stirs,
flexes. Warned, she turns to him her knowing eyes.
In the waxy room the watcher shrinks, Self-drained,
apostrophised.
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IAN TEMPLEMAN

Above the River

I am here to share your dying
above the river,
to recollect a life in whispered smiles
and curse your metabolism's recklessness.
From this high room I trace
the river's legend
to the edge of my childhood, bleached days
of instinctive pleasure in the wilderness
of cormorant, egret, swampland
of the river shallows.
Desolate, I rub your fragile white wrist
between thumb and fingers, my unhappiness
held within the iambic stress
of your breath, a river
flowing quietly with unrecorded memories.
In part my anguish, tears and restlessness
are shaped by fear, not of death,
the crossing of the river,
but an absence of love's wordless acts,
interlocking fingers, a shared wistfulness.
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ALEC CHOATE

Dung Beetle

Brown, a child's marble
without polish,
the sphere is complete.
We can picture its genesis
from the chaos of waste,
creation's unquestioning feelers
adept in their business of shaping
and setting in motion.
It passes our feet,

its path decided and constant,
the untiring and ever
attending dark purpose
clinging and shadowing,
turning it over and over,
a component itself
of the muck it controls.
The sunlight hovers,
breaking through fitfully.
We stand on our larger sphere
watching in silence,
intrigued how this miniature
teases our conscience
with an analogue.
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DAVID RAY

Elegy for Rajiv

We will never fly quite long enough
to take for granted the azure or be prepared
for what's ahead. How often I have wished
Gerard Manley Hopkins were still alive,
for he alone of all the men I've known or read
could praise and understand enough
these woolly sheep, these thunderheads,
these puffballs, tumbling ruddy sands, these seas
up in the skies. And he would speak with eloquence as well
of helplessness, since he addressed quite often
with true humility his God-and mine too
I duly hope-although I often feel we are
no more than guinea pigs-Oh those bodies
washed with bullocks up along the shores
in Bangladesh assault the mind
as does the thought of Rajiv Gandhi blown to bits
when marigolds and bougainvillaea
thrust upon him lacked the love the loving
launch them with.
There's smell of sandalwood aflame and sudden fear
that those who share the flight with me
must join in karmic destiny as well. We'll be
triaged together on a field we glimpse just once in rainflight 103-together always, the chosen ones todayor touch down lightly yet again and go
three hundred ways, amazed the ground and wings
are barely wet. Life's made so much of sudden death
that only fools sweat palms and utter extra prayers.
The best approach to chaos in the sky or moiling crowds
is to wade right in and smile, ecstatic
when you face, confront, do nothing to evade. Somehow
you help advance mankind that way--don't ask me how!
Sailing once again through the cobalt blue Tiepolo
based his career upon, I spot tumbling thunderheads
the evening sun has speared, staked out
much as Columbus hailed the land he later died withoutWESTERLY. No.3, SPRING, 1992
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striking at the heart with every staff and flag
and ray of radiance, proclaiming every right,
making the centre glow and pulse as if alive,
a giant heart inside suffused with light.
There's power there. We all fly West, and I think
of Rajiv Gandhi, who as a pilot flew through thunderstonns
without fear. At this height we've got the perfect,
rare perspective--one we never get below. We're almost
out-of-body. And yet it's when I touch the ground
that I feel blessed and dazed by bliss.
It's earthy ecstasy I want and nothing made of skiesand not of greatness, though I praise, I praise.
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DAVID RAY

A Moment Shared in Australia
for Bill Grono

An Aussie remembers his stay in the States.
Two decades ago, almost, coming across
De Snodgrass weeping as he leaned

against a wall. "Why do we do it?"
he blurted out through his sobs.
"Do what?" said the Aussie.
"Berryman," Snodgrass explained,
"What he did in Minneapolis,
off the bridge," and held out
the paper, January 9, 1972at least that's the date recalled
at this distance. And I too
was stunned by that ice, river,
bridge, John Berryman falling
as if he'd driven the scene
into our skulls, though my morning
news was in Spanish that yearfor we had fled into Mexicoseeking, hurting, just
as we do now in Australia,
where the bloody history
of American poetry is recalled
in fragments, one sharp piece
here, another there. Now and then
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we are turned to as survivors,
asked for an eye witness account
of some of it-bloody history
indeed-poet uncles with pistols,
poet aunties in straitjackets,
others in nightgowns babbling,
nursing their wine while over
their heads scream the jets
writing their version too, for the muse.

Jack

In Australia a scholar tells me,
"We're undergoing a Renaissance
of Kerouac"-it seems they love
the guyand I think of Jack
slumped in his worn-out chair
down in Florida drinking
and smoking himself to death,
with sullen eyes watching
his mother move around the room,
yelling "Stella" at her,
like Marlon Brando in Streetcar.
And she'd bring him his drink.
She'd bring him his smokesStella, the kind of woman a man
doesn't need to get up
in order to hug-head on her womb.
And Stella let him cry now and then.
36
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DAVID RAY

The Ships in Sydney Harbour

Cast ashore in Australia,
holed up in a cheap hotel
overlooking Sydney Harbour
all that week, I leaned
my elbow on the windowsill,
gazed out at American
nuclear ships anchored
in the harbour-a show
of the fist, Big Brother's
blessing. Off to the right
on shore, a pathetic cluster
milled about on the grass,
held up their placards,
and a banner fluttered
between tree branchesno match for the bright
pennants bedighting the shipsbright toys I had helped
purchase, despite myself.
I longed to go down, join
those kids with their signs,
pat the fat lamb
they had tethered there,
munching. But instead
we tramped a museum
and purchased our seats
to fly home, as if longing
to attend once again a sick
father. We had just come
from New Zealand, country
of sheep, pacifist sheep-as they refused to let
such a ship near. On the plane
we played cards, than I dreamed
we were whooping cranes,
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far above miles of clouds
like sheep backs, thick
as we saw them in Otago.
And woke to the nightmarewe were sailing right back
into the midst of that madness,
our home circled by ring after ring
of deadly snakes poised, lurking in fog
and even in the hopeless bright clarity
of noon. I think of wood triremes
at Athens, about to set sail for Melos.
And the fragile empires ripe for ruin.
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DAVID RAY

An Outing

These ruins reach to sea, continue
right through surf. This harbour
long-disused, once frenetic, is famous
for anchors atilt, hooks to snare more
of those hulls that loll in seafloor's vast
litter. Right over this wreckage sailed
those off for Gallipoli, boys of good cheer.
Today all's calm and we picnic out on a wharf
where a thousand gulls share salt breeze.
Ancient spikes of iron and great chains rust,
left for barnacles, left for wind to erode.
We sit silent, the crucible of talk for once
boiled clean. Boats bob on the calmed blue
where fishing is good. Far up the beach
a man lugs bullkelp like a vanquished dragon
onto the sand. His children gather round.
Though we've sworn a celebrant day, no ambition
allowed, a poem begins to say itself. Thorns
of the matagouri, I think, looking behind me
where shrub covers cliff - enough thorns here
just above my head for a thousand Christ crowns.
Last week a New Zealander told me he too
was a poet. "I started writing jingles
to keep myself from going bonkers," he said,
explaining that he had been a prisoner
of the Japanese, as if only such an excuse
should drive men to poems. I could not quite
explain how I have been, always, a captive.
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There's servitude for life, lifting of worlds
not to build but to topple down, futile chore
while cruel guards mock. Why strain to lift
such weight as our thoughts on a day like this?
We have vowed freedom and lightness of heart.
Even here where we gaze on the calm sea
full light becomes a cave and that sea darkens.
Doomed warriors once more sail out of the harbour,
off for the bloody ditches, the bamboo and barbed cages
where, given time, they will think on their ruins.

A COMMUNITY OF ISLANDS?
SYMPOSIUM ON THE LITERATURE AND CULTURE OF THE
ASIA-PACIFIC REGION

Th be held at
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MYLES HOLLOWAY

The Crisis of Liberalism in South
African Theatre
Liberalism as a political and moral ethic has long been under attack in South Africa.
The manifestation of various freedoms encompassed by a broad understanding of
the term - including universal political rights, equality before the law, freedom of
speech and economic activity - has proved strangely threatening in a country where
the sectional interests of particular cultural, ethnic and racial groups have been
accorded priority over any sense of a common human dignity. If anything, the
historical pattern has been regressive, with the subjugatory attitudes of active
colonization receiving new focus and increasing entrenchment in an apartheid
system where the white minority (together with co-opted sections of the 'coloured'
and Indian communities) exercise power to the exclusion of the black African
majority. Crucially, liberalism in South Africa has always been associated with
questions of race and power. This article offers a preliminary examination of
liberalism in the linked areas of history and culture in order to show how its
connotations have shifted.
During the nineteenth century the southern African region was divided by two
broad approaches to the indigenous population. I The Cape colonial government,
under liberal and missionary influence, extended the franchise to all inhabitants,
subject to certain land qualifications, and implemented a unitary legal system.
Although successive regimes made inroads into these policies, a concern for the
rights of other cultural groups and individuals was to persist without significant
erosion until 1910, when black people were removed from the voters' roll. In the
British colony of Natal and in the Boer republics of the Transvaal and Orange Free
State, however, Africans were excluded from the franchise. Parallel legal systems
and segregation of land were enforced, as were discriminatory laws regulating
labour and preventing freedom of movement. Ironically, the extension of the
franchise, not for the Transvaal Republic's black population, but for the thousands
of 'Uitlanders' (outsider or foreigners) who descended on the gold mines of the
Witwatersrand, was used by the British as a pretext for the Second Anglo-Boer War.
Britain's victory in 1902 did not herald liberation for the oppressed majority.
Although the Colonial Office initially insisted on a broadening of the franchise,
Lord Alfred Milner's government of reconstruction launched a series of attacks on
the position of black, Indian and 'coloured' people which effectively stripped them
of full citizenship and left them in a worse position than prior to the war.
Discrimination and disenfranchisement were entrenched with the formation of the
Union of South Africa in 1910, despite the protests of the newly formed South
African Native Congress (later the African National Congress). In the ensuing years
further legislation limiting the rights of the black population was introduced. 2 While
white liberals generally opposed these measures, their response was often no more
than a paternalistic concern with human decency, rather than any initiative for real
empowerment. Dissent was a matter of degree, not principle. Nevertheless, the full
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impact of legislated apartheid was to await the National Party's electoral victory in
1948.
The list of repressive legislation is too long to enumerate, and the viciousness
of its implementation too well known to deserve repetition. But a dismal litany of
oppressive policy should not be allowed to conceal growing opposition both within
the black community and from a core of liberal opinion. In May 1953 the Liberal
Party was formally constituted at a national convention in Cape Town. Non-racial
democracy and universal suffrage were the guiding principles of the party, which
stood for the rule of law, constitutionalism, the independence of the judiciary and
opposition to government interference with the established rights of individuals.
Although the party attracted considerable support among black moderates, it was
destined by circumstance and policy to occupy a position on the periphery of the
political arena. A brief overview of its chequered and contradictory path will help
to clarify the crisis of liberalism which has come into existence in South Africa.
Although the Liberal Party agreed from the outset that non-racial suffrage was
an ideal, it was only in 1960 that a resolution was adopted that the vote be
unencumbered by educational, economic or property qualifications. Early emphases
on transitional arrangements and a period of 'civilizing' influence did not find
favour with the ANC and other more militant organizations, who correctly viewed
such attitudes as paternalistic and racist. Relations were further strained by the
Liberal Party's abhorrence of communist influence, and by their initial reluctance to
countenance extra-parliamentary action to secure social change. 3 If the party's
relations with black political groups were equivocal, then activity within the white
political sphere was no less fraught. Apart from parliamentary spokesmen who
served as Native Representatives prior to the promotion of Bantu Self-Government
Act of 1959, no official party candidate was ever elected to parliament by whites.
The Liberal Party proved impotent in the face of mounting apartheid. At best the
party served as a conscience - a voice in the wilderness - at a time when blacks were
increasingly abandoning hopes of reason in favour of more aggressive forms of
intervention. Yet the Liberal Party's real strength lay in its multi-racialism - both in
organization and practice. As the National Party was intent on irrevocably
separating the people of South Mrica, the policy of apartheid featured prominently
on the agendas of Liberal Party multi-racial political rallies and election campaigns.
Moreover, individual liberals, and on occasion the party as a whole, showed an
increasing willingness to assist blacks in various boycott and protest actions,
including the 1957 Alexandra bus boycott and the Ilanga and Nyanga protests of
1960. For the meantime crucial lines of interracial communication were kept open.
Even here, though, there were accusations against the liberals of betrayal and
interference. A reconciliatory stance and calls for restraint were viewed as attempts
to blunt black political resistance. White liberals, so the Pan-Africanist Congress
claimed, could never appreciate the position of the black masses or act unselfishly
in the interests of their emancipation. By contrast, the government took a dim view
of even the most marginal forms of dissent. Prominent members of the Liberal
Party faced bannings, house arrest and police victimization. Finally in 1968 the
Prohibition of Political Interference Act forbade multi-racial membership of political
parties and attendance at political meetings. With the keystone of its existence
removed, the Liberal Party was forced to disband.
For many the ideal of multi-racialism was to remain, kept alive by the
Progressive Party, certain church and cultural groups and by academics at the
English-speaking universities. Such activity seldom went unchallenged, both from
the right and the left. The National Union of South African Students, for instance,
was to feature prominently in one of the final onslaughts, this time from the left.
Simmering discontent among black students over white domination of NUSAS came
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to a head when Rhodes University insisted on racially segregated social facilities at
the 1967 annual congress. In response, the South African Students' Organization
was formed at Turfioop in July 1969 and the era of Black Consciousness was
launched.4
Black Consciousness was to be the dominant force in black South African
society during the 1970s. The movement rejected 'liberal' multi-racial solutions to
apartheid and sought political emancipation for black people (that is, Africans,
Indians and Coloureds) by emphasizing self-reliance, solidarity and pride.
Politically, the result was a new militancy which found direct expression in the 1976
Soweto disturbances; culturally, the movement generated a literary 'renaissance'
among black writers. Art and literature were seen as a means of raising social
awareness and facilitating political liberation. Accordingly, Black Consciousness
cultural groups actively promoted a 'black theatre' which defined itself in opposing
the political, cultural and ideological hegemony of white domination. Cultural
collaboration with whites was avoided and, as Saths Cooper's speech 'What is Black
Theatre?' indicates, theatre as 'entertainment' was rejected in favour of sociopolitical commitment:
Black theatre is a dialogue of confrontation! Confrontation with life in a
racist society, and overcoming this mere meaningless day to day existence,
this meandering in a state of flux, without goal and without fruition.
Confrontation with the racist, and coming to meaningful terms with Black
people in their idiom. Facing issues squarely in the face and accepting
responsibility for the consequences. Black theatre is the theatre that is
relevant to the needs of the people.'

The dialogue of confrontation found early expression in Mthuli Shezi's Shanti
(1972).6 Here an uncompromising assertion of Black Consciousness principles takes
precedence over plot and character development, while class and ethnic differences
are suppressed in the interests of black solidarity. Specific attack is directed at the
white population and against the inefficacy of liberal intention. A character typically
asserts:
In all seriousness, whites are thugs, knaves, criminals. How can they justify
their methods of exploitation? How can they justify their having used us
in mines, industries and roads, to build the proud cities of this land? And
then kick us out to go and start afresh in the Bantustans? To the whiteman,
the Blacks are nothing but tools. The Blacks are used as tools and later
thrown about like toys.... How can the whites expect us to love them when
we have turned both cheeks and at each tum they have slapped us.'

Not surprisingly, the play rejects multi-racial ideals in favour of the expression of a
fervent Africanism and urges an armed struggle. Such calls were to become a
hallmark of the theatre of resistance. Indeed, without much risk of oversimplification, it can be argued that the political and ideological validity of South African
theatre came to rest on the rhetoric of militant intervention and radical
transformation.
Theatre criticism has echoed the shift from protest to resistance and from
liberalism to revisionism by calling into question a range of works, including those
of Athol Fugard. A tendency to universalize and to ignore the specificities of the
South African context; the emphasis on human dignity and noble endurance; and
typically liberal appeals to notions of justice and decency have been pin pointed as
weaknesses in Fugard's work.s Such criticism is perhaps most clearly expressed by
the South African-born, Lesotho-based playwright, Zakes Mda. He writes:
[Fugard's] work, like most literature written by white liberals, gives us a
picture of helpless, dispirited, dumb and bereft African workers, suffering
in silence and stoically enduring their tragic situation. He would have his
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audiences believe that the black man lives in a futile and inhumane world
that cannot but crush him. He leaves no room for hope. He seems to say,
•South Africa is a terrible place but cannot be otherwise.' He does not feel
bound to disclose the sources of the suffering he attempts to depict ... and
work out ways of overcoming it, but considers it sufficient that he should
indicate its existence. His work is therefore not a true reflection of the
everyday experiences of the people."

I would defend Fugard from this attack, although it is not my intention to do
so here. Nevertheless, the plays of white liberals cannot be wholly exonerated. All
too often in not directly challenging the status quo, playwrights have implicitly
supported it. Worse still, their work has sometimes unquestioningly reflected social
and political attitudes towards black people that underpin continuing oppression.
In 1952 the National Theatre Organization produced The Dam, which had won
Guy Butler first prize in the English section of the government-sponsored Van
Riebeeck Tercentenary Play-writing Competition.1O The play is concerned with a
white man's obsession to build a dam, against the advice of his family and to the
disbelief of his neighbours, in an inhospitable, even hostile environment. The
circumstances suggest a final taming of Africa, in which only the remnants of the
formerly proud indigenous population remain, by the vision and commitment of
white, western civilization. The protagonist's actions explicitly represent an attempt
to naturalize white settlement and possession of the land at a time when the
Nationalist government was charting a course of massive dispossession. The play
presents the colonial position as a fait accompli and depicts whites as existing in a
'state of siege' where the 'foundations of difference too deep for us to shift' threaten
to overwhelm European civilization if not resisted. I I
At the same time The Dam encompasses several contradictory impulses. For
instance, there are appeals for social upliftment and for the recognition of a common
humanity. These appeals, however, never extend beyond benevolent paternalism,
where compassionate employers dispense largesse to their less fortunate underlings.
Ideas of black empowerment, land possession and political determination are not
entertained. At the same time, the play disturbingly and repeatedly utilizes a
rhetoric of racial inferiority which negates any progressive inclination and serves,
paradoxically, to reinforce National Party racial dogma. Nowhere is this more
apparent than in the tendency to adopt a stereotypical perspective. The protagonist's
labourers, by way of illustration, are referred to as 'These semi-savage things that
sweat for me' and as 'migrant muscles in rags'. Later there are references to
'Coloureds with the bloods of half the world/Fermenting in their veins', 'Indians,!
Intelligent and small, chewing betel nut' and to 'all the motley tribe of ragged
blacks'. 12 Such perspectives cannot, by any stretch of the imagination, be seen as
furthering the liberal cause.
Even plays which appear directly to challenge state policy may be found
wanting. Lewis Sowden's The Kimberley Train (1958) is ostensibly concerned with
the dehumanizing impact of racial categorisation. 13 It deals with a coloured woman,
Elaine Miller, who tries to pass for white; her relationship with the son of a wealthy
manufacturer, John Powers; and the eventual exposure of her true identity. The
audience is encouraged to empathize with her predicament and to recognize the
cruelty of the laws which eventually force the lovers apart. But it could be argued
that the play does not grant sufficient critical attention to the idea that a white
complexion is preferable, and to the structures which promote Elaine's deception.
The characters, too, prove curiously susceptible to external definitions of their
individuality. John responds to Elaine in a manner which, in the dialogue of race,
transforms her into an exotic and unrestrained creature:
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There is something about you that seizes all of me and holds me ....
Something in you that's gentle and fierce at the same time ... primitive.14

Elaine in tum is unable to escape the ideology which categorizes her as inferior:
Don't you understand. It's not enough to pretend to be white. You have
to know the colour within you and not care a damn! That's what makes
people white. I wasn't able to do it."

Racial difference, then, is decisive - a fact of nature with definition beyond the
realm of the state and beyond the control of the individual.
Flaws in the liberal tradition of South African theatre are not always manifest
in overt applications of racist ideology. Athol Fugard's No-Good Friday (1958),
United Artists' King Kong (1959), Alan Paton and Krishna Shah's Sponono (1961),
the early township musicals of Gibson Kente, and, more recently, Workshop '71 's
Crossroads (1972) have all attracted adverse commentary from theatre critics. 16 In
each, a focus on gangsterism, sexual infidelity and drunkenness may be construed as
concealing the more affirmative aspects of township life. Attention to depravity and
degradation are seen to confirm, albeit unconsciously, the standpoint which regards
black people as morally inferior, innately predisposed to violence, and certainly
undeserving of political representation. Finally, critics have noted that these works
do not document active resistance to apartheid rule.
Of course, criticism such as this runs the danger of ignoring the specificities of
context. The environment of the 1960s was particularly hostile for liberal theatre
practitioners, especially as an amended Group Areas Act prohibited racially mixed
casts and audiences for public entertainments. Nevertheless, as militant expression
became the criterion for distinguishing between liberal theatre and its revolutionary
counterparts, aesthetics and analysis were supplanted by the ability to mobilize and
conscientize. While I cannot dispute the socio-political circumstances which have
resulted in this dichotomy, I do wish to suggest something of its limitation, both in
the context of the 1970s and in the light of recent developments. For this purpose
I wish to tum to two plays written during 1979: Matsemela Manaka's Egoli: City
of Gold and Zakes Mda's The Hill.17
Egoli and The Hill both highlight the traffic in migrant labour between rural
areas or neighbouring states and the gold mines of the Witwatersrand. At the core
of each work is a lament for the dehumanization of workers and the destruction of
family and community life. The action though, particularly in Manaka's play,
extends beyond the depiction of suffering. Egoli's loosely linked tableaux derive
their effect from powerful visual and aural metaphors which are connected by
energetic sequences of song, dance and mime. A central metaphor is the chains
which concretely and symbolically bind the two protagonists. These chains
constitute a forceful image of social and psychological bondage within the confines
of an exploitative economic system. At the same time they indicate a unity, born of
shared suffering, which must prevail to bring about the collapse of the 'city of gold'.
Crucially, in the spirit of Black Consciousness, endurance alone is shown to be
inadequate, and the play culminates in an explicit call to arms:
For justice, freedom and peace to prevail in the country of our forefathers,
we shall all have to stand up and face the enemy without fear. We shall
all have to worship the spear and drink the blood from the calabash until
we all sing the same song Uhuru
Azania
Uhuru
Azania l8

The Hill, by contrast, offers neither a call to revolution, nor the sequences of
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popular appeal which make Egoli so theatrically compelling. Instead, it is a
thoughtful and tragi-comic exploration of the lives and experiences of two migrant
workers as they camp on Qoa~neng Hill in Maseru futilely awaiting a contract to
the 'land of gold'. In presenting their meagre existence, Mda issues a scathing
indictment of the role of both church and state in perpetuating the traffic in human
labour. Thus Young Man and Man encounter a nun who is concerned with their
spiritual well-being to the exclusion of their material needs. They are forced to deal
with corrupt state agencies who, through unfair taxation and bribe-taking, feed off
the misery of the masses. Most importantly, through their meeting with the Veteran
miner, our prospective migrants are forced to confront the degradation of life in
single-sex hostels, where individual dignity and basic privacy are alien concepts and
where various forms of moral depravity are rampant. Moreover, the price to be paid
extends beyond the individual migrant, as the play documents the moral and
physical destruction of family and community in the rural areas. Interestingly Mda,
who so vocally criticized Fugard's passivity, is unable here to indicate a positive
means of achieving transformation. The closest the play comes to suggesting
change is when the Veteran comments, 'degradation is our way of life. We live
with it.... And we shall be with it until things change in the land of gold'.19 In this
respect, despite its analysis of the conjunction of race, class and economics in
ensuring oppression, the play appears to fall into the tradition of liberal theatre.
The question is: Does a liberal emphasis on harsh conditions and noble
endurance detract from the value of The Hill? Certainly, the play seems to have
been marginalized in critical debate, while Manaka's Black Consciousness message
has not. To answer this question, in part, one needs to examine the efficacy of
revolutionary calls for resistance, particularly in the context of the late-1970s and
early-80s. Although industrial action, mass protest and economic sanctions have
had a considerable impact on South African society, the possibility of change
through military might has never been a serious option. Draconian security
legislation and the omnipresence of highly efficient police and defence forces who
are prepared to operate well beyond the letter of the law, ensured that the military
wings of the exiled ANC and PAC were unable to launch any significant attack
against the South African regime. Moreover, for most South Africans day-to-day
survival has been an issue which precludes resistance of the type Egoli advocates.
And those who dared entertain notions of an uprising were ruthlessly crushed.
Indeed, the state has not been slow in acting against plays like Shanti and Egoli by
banning them and thus negating their consciousness-raising effects.
I would also argue that for Mda to offer a utopian vision of Lesotho's position
in a post-revolutionary Azania would be naive. Since 1974, the South African
mining industry has embarked on a policy of reducing its dependence on foreign
labour. 20 In 1978, it was estimated that Lesotho would have to anticipate the loss of
at least 40,000 jobs by the 1980s. In 1984, when the number of workers from
Lesotho reached its lowest level since 1975, migrant remittances still accounted for
52% of that country's Gross National Product. The prospects for providing
sufficient employment within the country, even under the most favourable
conditions, are indeed bleak. Any further curb on the flow of migrant labour would
be catastrophic. In the light of this, any simple solutions offered by Mda would be
detrimental to the social witness of his play. The strength of the play is in the
incisiveness and accuracy of Mda's analysis. A play which promotes a critical
understanding of the predicament of the individual in an oppressive system can be
valuable.
Decades of discrimination have brought about a society of gross intolerance in
South Africa. As our country hesitantly lurches down the road towards a united,
non-racial and democratic future, state violence and internecine aggression manifest
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themselves in the massacre of innocent civilians and in the wholesale destruction of
property. Ideologies compete in a climate where dissent has traditionally been
silenced and debate has rarely escaped the distorting influence of Afrikaner
Nationalist hegemony. In this context, rallying cries to resistance and revolution are
inappropriate, while reconciliation and reconstruction are more important than
retribution. Liberal ethics and a liberal theatre of analysis and understanding can, I
believe, play a crucial role in the healing process. Nor is this simply the belief of
an anguished white liberal desperately clinging to past privilege. Integral to
liberalism is not only the notion of freedom, but of equality and of justice. Without
these, we will never build a new South Africa.
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NAIKAN TAO

Winter

In the winter-chilly woods
I play the reed flute without holes
And stay with the snowman who does not speak
We sing this white silence which never thaws

The Lane

The moonlight of a summer night
Is strolling upon the whitewashed wall
On the cool cobblestones
There is not a single footprint
The wind steals in from the street
And stops at every doorway to overhear
Then like a disappointed cat
Slinks into shadows
The little grass is dreaming her green dreams
Silently, in the crevices of the stones
She is painting the drab everyday life of the lane
Into some mysterious design

1987
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GRAEME WILSON

Poems translated from Vietnamese

The General's Plaque

This much-praised general made such a cock of things
That thousands of men were slaughtered. All may view
The temple-plaque in his honour. No-one sings
Praise of the wives, each left with the work of two.
Ha Xuan Huang (late 18th century)

On Being a Concubine

Concubinage .... God rot a style of life
That leaves me huddled, freezing and forgotten
While, nightlong body-chummed, some fat first-wife
Snores under duvets wadded warm with cotton.
How rare are the occasions, once or twice
Per bloody month, and sometimes not at all,
When, as it were in sweet self-sacrifice,
One's kindly master deigns to pay a call.
For a roof and a bowl of rice I made this bed
And accepted second-wifeship. Now I find
Leaks in the roof, rice mouldy and, instead
Of wifely duties, those of the skivviest kind
(And all unpaid) my only occupation ....
Had I known that this life-relationship would come
To something less than that of a poor relation,
I'd have clung like a leech to my spat-on spinsterdom.
Ho Xuan Huang (late 8th century)
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LIANE SHAVIAN

Love Poem
for Lia

The women in Japan
who've had abortions
go to shrines
and write these little
notes
of love and sorrow
then crisply fold them
into crane shapes
swans and monkeys
stylized chrysanthemums
and pin them
to the wall.
Mommy loves you
little lost one
oh I love you
little lost one
Mommy's sorry
say the
sorry
origami
that flutter like
a baby's pulse does
in the wind
inside
the
shrine.
I almost lost you,

little loved one
to inconvenience
and encroachment
the ultra with-it
feministic
gynaecologically hip to options
swingingly singular
me
the whole ambivalent
assault
50
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fear and loathing
terror
gestalt
of the
unmarried motherhood
thing.
He talked me into you,
your father
threw his head back
laughed
and
shouted
puffed his chest
out
Wow!
he bellowed
Yes!
he bellowed
Yes!
and
Yes!
you
big
fat
sweet
full
bellied
He
talked me into
me.
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LIANE SHAVIAN

Chute d'icare
selon Pieter Brueghel
peasant painter
Yo, Icarus!
I know you
smartass
joyboy
toying
with
the
secret
sun
son
don't you know
it only takes
3 seconds flat
to plummet
down
the sky
and splat
you drop
down
down
down
and
down
a
stone
in
one
long
howling
life
screams
out
and
disembowelling
you
shit
yourself
to
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death
you
hit
it
hurts
the
water's
concrete
you
split
a
gut
dying
puts
an
end
to
flying

Icarus
you chucked
a boo-boo
no sons
to take
after
you
just
a dead
body
of
water
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SILVIA CUEVAS

I have lost my appetite

So we chew on tears
suffocating in the heat,
splinters of words
sticking between our teeth.
Unsuccessfully we try to spit them out,
ungracefully they just fallout.
Syllables running top to end.
Falling out,
we vomit them out,
and they lie confused,
lost in all sense.
Decapitated.
Mutilated,
tortured words.
They are all in uniform,
and they wear a mask.
Soundlessly falling on dead ears,
effortlessly falling off our tongues.
Vocal cords have no meaning,
they are only insipid pieces of flesh
drowning the fool's lament.
The questioning does not end,
but the machine is getting rusty.
And as it slowly comes to a halt
only a hoarse scream can be heard
in the middle of the night.
People wake up in fear
holding on to their loved ones.
The mad woman has no one.
She has only herself to embrace.
And she is doubly scared,
for she has heard that scream before ....
54
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NARELLE SHAW

The Fellowship of Light and Darkness:
David Foster's Moonlite
In David Foster's monumental novel Moonlite, Finbar MacDuffie, an albino with
night vision who earns the nickname Moonlite, and Sunbeam, a black Aboriginal
shaman, share a preoccupation with the rainbow. I For the former, the bow
symbolises the beneficial covenant ratifying God's promise never again to deluge
his chosen people; for the latter, it is a much feared manifestation, the rainbow
serpent having the capacity to flood the land and destroy the people. The power of
the metaphor is determined by its context and one particular text must not be
allowed to preclude the other which is equally valid. Manifest meaning has its
invisible counterpart. Like half-brothers Jason and Pete Blackman in Plumbum, and
twins Noel Horniman and Leon Hunnybun in Testostero, Moonlite and Sunbeam are
Doppelganger characters.2 Moonlite inhabits the northern hemisphere, Sunbeam, the
southern and, in their respective realms, the temporal processes of day and night,
summer and winter, are significantly differentiated in reverse. The journey of
Moonlite from the top of the world, where he climbs, ascends, towards God, to the
bottom of the world, where he mines, descends, for gold, represents the human
journey. This is a quest for knowledge leading, as the late Northrop Frye proposed,
into metaphorically higher and lower worlds of "intensified consciousness and
experience."3 Moonlite rehearses no less than a creation myth - an inevitably flawed
one - and, as such, its structure and key imagery owe more to western literary
tradition than to the social, political, and sexual imperatives of contemporary
Australian writing.
There are three interlocking narrative levels making up Moonlite. Historically,
the novel concentrates mainly upon the nineteenth century, especially the Highland
Clearances and the rush for gold in the Australian colonies. The Clearances refer to
a particularly disturbing episode of Scottish history when, between 1782 and 1854,
whole clans were driven from their land, in the name of Improvement, to make way
for English absentee landlords farming Cheviot Sheep. Highlanders, bundled off in
emigrant ships to the colonies, became hapless participants in the gold rush.
Mythically, the novel takes in all time and is largely the Christian story of a
redemptive possibility for fallen mankind, although use is made of analogous Celtic
"dying god" mythology. The third narrative level is that belonging to the fictive
imagination which welds history and myth, adding the dimension of poetic
inspiration to a descriptive and conceptual base. Essentially, Foster accords
historical events mythological significance: the Highlanders' betrayal by their own
chiefs is equated to Adam's alienation from Eden; their mass exodus from Scotland
has its parallel in Israel's liberation from Egypt in the Old Testament; while the
mooted federation of the Australian colonies, at the dawn of a new century, is
imbued with the apocalyptic potential of Christ's Resurrection. Whether that
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potential is realized is subject to debate. What is clear, however, is that the
dominant, repetitive images of exile and emancipation investing mythology and
characterising history provide the reciprocal pattern of light and darkness so
conspicuous in the novel's metaphoric design.
The extent to which historical evidence int1uences Foster's imagination
emerges as an important consideration in Moonlite. From John Prebble's emotive
account of disenfranchisement come historical characters who, metamorphosed,
enact a satirised saga of imperial shame. 4 Isaac Improvement is a representative
figure, an incarnation of the policy whereby economic capabilities of the land and,
supposedly, the moral fibre of the Highlanders were to be enhanced. Thomas
Lobster of Slaughter-on-the-Dole is based loosely upon Sir John Sinclair of Ulbster,
a keen adherent of Improvement but a humanitarian nevertheless who, according to
Prebble, lamented the policy's bitter consequences.
Foster turns Sinclair, a
Highlander, into a foreigner, an Englishman, and strips him of his libertarianism. '''I
blame this on the potato'" (p.lO). So begins Lobster's memorable attack upon the
MacIshmaels' congenital idleness. The argument was actually that of James Lock
who blamed the "formidable obstacles" to Improvement upon the potato because it
"'enabled [the people] with less labour than before to raise what was sufficient for
the maintenance of their families. "') The character who completes Foster's writserving delegation was, historically, a factor known to the Highlanders of Lairg as
Domhnal Sgrios or Donald Destruction. The inaugural voyage of Captain Fadden's
steam packet to Hiphoray, a fictional island in the Hebridean group, introduces an
intriguing complication. Aboard Fadden's Dunstuffshire Castle, leading the party of
philanthropists intent on "det1owering a financial virgin" (p.74) is Menzies 0'
Grotside. While this event has shadowy origins in Prebble's account,6 it also
implicates a future beyond the time-frame theoretically addressed by the novel. In
Australia, in 1949, the Liberal Robert Menzies formed a coalition government with
Arthur Fadden, leader of the Country Party. Menzies was an anglophile, his
government pro-British, at a time when the possibility of Australia's annexation of
the New Hebrides had not long been shelved. Caricatured political figures from
remote eras come together here to prove common ground in Foster's uncanny
dramatisation of "the history of past empires" (p.103).
As these instances
demonstrate, Foster's manner of adapting historical fact is inseparable from his
satiric intent.
The most immediate indication that a Biblical dimension is concealed in the
story of Finbar MacDuffie lies in the nomenclature. Inspite of the Gaelic prefix, the
MacIshmael, Laird of Mugg, stands aligned with the Patriarchs. Ishmael is
described in the Book of Genesis as "a wild ass of a man" (16.12), the destined
ancestor of Bedouin tribesmen in the southern wilderness. Ensconsed in his
waterlogged fort, his brain sodden from the effects of rum, the MacIshmael, an ass
of another calibre, contemplates the imminent prospect of bankruptcy. To retrieve
the situation, he leases the clan's land to Thomas Lobster who promptly issues writs
of eviction. Members of the exiled clan indeed end up in a southern wilderness the New West Highlands, a fictitious version of New South Wales from which
comebacks, returns, posed problems of logistics. Like the MacIshmaeJ, Lamech
MacDuffie boasts a Biblical pedigree. In the geneology of Cain, Lamech is named
as a direct descendant; in the generations of Adam, he is more wholesomely
identified as the father of Noah with whom God established his covenant. Lamech,
too drunk to consummate his marriage, is warned off his bride in a dream. An
immaculate conception apparently occurs and much is made of the fact that
Lamech's bride, Flora, "'carries a bairn that's no what he seems'" (p.l7). Flora
herself is a type of Mary, a symbolic Eden, as her name suggests. The MacEsaus,
inhabitants of isolated Hiphoray among whom the banished Flora and her father
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Donald end up, are appropriately named in that they forfeit their blessings of sorts
to embrace the trappings of a suspect civilisation. The MacCains, inevitably, work
the soil. The list goes on, but the examples mentioned sufficiently illustrate the
point that Foster's characters both are, and are not of course, the Biblical cast.
In a thorough-going way, Foster transforms his source material, writing neither
myth nor history, but something that necessarily combines both. Arguably, the
creative process entailed is akin to that resulting in Finbar's epiphany when, alone
on the cliff face, "what was a plane becomes an abyss, and the two dimensions leap
into three" (p.lOO). The placement of this episode at the tail end of act two itself
poses a curious coincidence. Whether history or myth corresponds to "plane" or
"abyss" raises interesting possibilities. The linear development typical of history
may be readily linked to the straight coherence which "plane" implies, while
"abyss", the great deep, primal chaos, the infernal pit, tends to implicate myth.
Certainly, mythological narrative is liberally punctuated by metaphoric chasms to be
judiciously negotiated, as well as riddling parables in which the deeper sense is more
cogent than the one disclosed. Such an alignment may, however, be easily reversed.
The Biblical text specifically represents the word of God and, as such, is a source
of clarity, while historical periods are commonly labelled dark because little is
known about them, or because of atrocities perpetrated therein. Both mythical and
historical levels of Moonlite may be viewed as black, white, and black and white for
that matter. These significations inhere in the very words "plane", plain, and
"abyss", unplumbed and therefore enigmatic. The novel's imaginative level partakes
respectively of this light and darkness - a circumstance to which the metaphor of the
title draws prominent attention. Traditionally (and unfashionably), the poet holds
the status of visionary seer, and it is equally the case that the subconsious, dreams,
hallucination, are irresistibly associated with the poetic process. None of the three
narrative levels is wholly light or wholly dark, indeed it is the reciprocality of these
conditions with which Foster is concerned in Moonlite.
The dialectic set up among the novel's three levels forms merely one facet of
a conspicuous numerological game which culminates in the inscrutable Ah Wafs
concept of the truth: '''Gotta holda two views at once. The Tlute is not this, is not
that, is a combination'" (p.190).7 A deputation, "three in number", confronts the
MacIshmaels with writs of eviction. As a result of Flora's protest against the chief's
treachery, Flora, Lamech and Donald are the first of the clan to be forcibly removed,
shipped off to Hiphoray. "Three days later". "three miles out to sea", the returning
boat with Lamech aboard capsizes leaving Flora, her unborn child, and Donald to
form a new triune. "The natives [of Hiphoray] can't decide whether Flora is a
virago, her unborn son a man of the Sedhe, or Donald a druid, but as Donald sees
it, it doesn't matter, as long as the end result is respect for all three" (p.35). An
emergent, esoteric pattern is confirmed when, under the tutelage of the Reverend
Campbell, the MacEsaus are introduced to the concept of a three-personed God.
The possibility of parody tacitly accompanies the recognition that divine authority
lies vested in a triumvirate.
In the case of the "three itinerant whisky makers", Garrie MacArthur, Jamie
MacQuarrie, and Murray MacEwan (all of whom have historical roots in a particular
promised land)X, it seems a mocking comparison is being instituted. Foster's
differentiation of the trio into spirits is further instructive:
Their respective laughter. cursing and snoring has been audible for some
hours, as they're all drunk, though in varying degrees: the pipe-smoking fat
one is in high spirits, and sings an air as he helps the morose, muscular one
to drag up the hill the thin, comatose one. who's got a snuff hom stuffed
in his sporran. (p.l 09)
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This excerpt typifies Foster's creative use of syntax to reinforce meaning. Here, the
linked clauses serve to rope the characters together into an indissoluble unit. While
those three unwise men, flag-bearers of the doctrine of Improvement, ironically
proved heralds of a symbolic loss, the three whisky makers embody a cryptic
statement on the tragi-comic nature of life itself. This is confirmed by Foster's
defmition of "the physiognomical requirements of breathing": "outbreathing lending
itself to the grin and inbreathing to the grimace" (p.l77). It is a fundamental
proposition of Foster's fictive world that laughter and tears are the inseparable
attributes of a state of consciousness. 9 Death, the implied alternative, attends the
phallic parody of the snuff hom in the thin man's sporran.
As suggested previously, it would seem that one purpose of the various
trinitarian constructs is to test the plausibility of a teleological argument. Inevitably,
the resolution of this issue accommodates two contrary positions simultaneously.
"'Life is a sequence of disparate events strung together by whim'" (p.l53), and
room is made for causality. Even an apparently insignificant facet of this
extraordinarily rich text is capable of wielding a crucial thematic point. For
instance, the juxtaposition of the words "pandemonium" and "falling" in one
particular paragraph (p.34) encompasses the dual possibilities of chance. and
deliberation. Similarly revealing is the narrative command, "Let there be a
statistician" (p.l54). God and the statistician stand at silent loggerheads, but the
rhetoric also ensures a symbiotic allegiance. In Moonlite, truth is represented as a
deceptive business, tending to engage three concurrent possibilities.
Notably, Moonlite comprises four acts, a structural design clarified by the
arresting proposition that "Paradise can be lost; it can be lost and regained; it can be
lost and regained and again lost, but it cannot be lost and regained and lost and
regained, except Christ be recrucified" (p.149). In this context, much depends upon
a breaking of the formulaic pattern of three. Act one presents the scenario of initial
loss, narrative events sustaining a Biblical analogy. Hamalan, a tiny outlier of
Hiphoray, is pointedly described as "a different world, the last fertile, ungrazed
island" (p.51). It's from Hamalan that Flora watches the approach of the sailing
ship carrying the Reverend Stewart Campbell who will deprive the MacEsaus of
their birthright through his advocacy of improvement. The terms of the alienation
theme become increasingly explicit:
The bay recoils to the windlass and yard, but even before the ship enters
Flora is aware of a stranger sound. She can hear music, very melodious,
three or four notes and their harmonic tones, like hallucinations on the edge
of sleepless night or the frictionless sliding of the heavenly spheres. She
can even pitch the notes exactly: they seem to come from the island itself.. ..
There must be a seal somewhere, thinks Flora, moaning under spleenwort
in a cave. In her heart, she knows there is not. But she loses the music
as the boat is lowered, jerking and tossing from a creaking davit, and when
she listens again it's gone. Gone for all time in fact. (pp.53-4)

The Platonic conceit of the creation as an act of music was conducive to Christians
and is reflected in the notion that the cosmic harmonies became inaudible upon
man's fall from grace. Campbell's later pronouncement that '''Music of any kind is
vice'" (p.65) flies in the face of the related orthodoxy that, by playing music, man
emulates the heavens and soothes his soul in the process. In the passage under
consideration, references to loss and time, in conjunction with the music theme,
compel attention. While Adam and Eve were made from the dust, the fact of their
mortality becomes an issue only after they have eaten of the tree of knowledge. The
prospect "for all time" characterises a fallen world, and it is not incidental that this
stranger advancing upon paradise "is consulting his time piece, a fob watch of
immense dimensions" (p.54). "[W]ho the hell's he?" (p.54) enquires an ignorant
onlooker as Campbell arrives and act one ends.
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Act two concerns itself with the effects of the Fall and the advancement apace
of an iron age mentality. Campbell's subsequent effect upon Hiphoray is
documented. Initially, Hiphoray is known as "the Island on the Edge of the World"
(p.18). In order to finance his plans for development of the Gaelic outpost,
Campbell sells the rights to market the island as a tourist venue to Captain Fadden,
who specialises in running summer tours from the aptly named Firth 0' Fuil. The
advertising brochures lodge the change subtly: "Lost isle on the warl's edge" (p.70).
The original village, "like a neolithic dream of heaven, shirnmer[ing] and float[ing]
on nimbus cloud" (p.22) is rapidly forgotten by "nascent iron age personalities"
(p.87). The islanders' attitude towards death alters in an interesting way. The men
are climbers and, heretofore, they simply "go over". Campbell puts a mistaken
interpretation on this practice: "'Am I right in supposin they think they're immortal
here?'" (p.68). The death of Murdo sixteen from alcoholic poisoning, however,
ushers in a new order: "The men at last learn their true mortality in the death of a
man through natural causes" (p.87). The prostitution of Hiphoray, the peddling of
"fust glimpses [of] savages frae the dawn 0' time" (p.70) invokes insinuating
parallels to that fundamental violation enacted in the Biblical Eden.
This falling momentum is tempered, however, by the spiritual education of
Finbar Mac Duffie which climaxes, on the cliff, in his vision of "a white cloud and
on it the immense figure of a man in a blinding glory of coloured light" (p.lOO).
Curiously, the word "immense" featured earlier in an aberrant context where it
qualified the fob-watch. It is at precisely the moment in Reverend Campbell's
sermon of "'the righteous mon [who] sees licht in the darkness,''' when the
obligatory example of St Paul is enlisted, that Finbar, fresh from his ascension of the
mount, rejoins the congregation: "'Dear God, we pray the day, as we shall pray
ilka sabbath, that ane amang us here may see the Licht 0' God, as did the apostle
Paul, that former chief 0' sinners, and stand before this kirk sayin 'Christ is with
me' "(p.lOO). Ironically, timing is important in a world obsessed by the clock and,
as Campbell completes the prayer, Finbar creeps to the front of the kirk, "like a
peeriewhaup wading a shallow." A parallel between Finbar and St. Paul is
established, the implication being that temptation is successfully resisted and the
way cleared for mankind's redemption.
Act three documents the subsequent loss of gain. Wandering in the academic
wilderness of Jesus Christ College, Finbar undertakes a scientific investigation of the
rainbow, the phenomenon which he used to accept on faith. This stage of the
narrative ends ominously in a nightmare in which Finbar, a latter day Orpheus,
forfeits admission to a "wonderful world" with "[e]very conceivable benefit, fires
that never go out, all that money can buy" (p.157), by turning to look behind. A
failed harrowing of hell, this descent into Finbar's subconscious counteracts the
force of his previous ascent of the summit. That too was a moment of subconscious
revelation when "something implode[d] within him" (p.lOO) - "imploded" being the
operative word - but there the outcome was positive. Here, paradise comes with
oddly utilitarian trappings - certainly the word "conceivable" reverberates ironically
- and the vision ends blindly. This dream symbolically preempts Finbar's
conclusions about the rainbow:
The rainbow is explained by the real components, those of simple optics;
but the glory invokes imaginary components, and does that mean it isn't
there? Wait a minute; the rainbow itself has an imaginary component,
Alexander's band. So the glory is actually the shadow of a bow - now what
kind of convenant is that? (p.158)

Scepticism and disdain assume the ascendancy.
When he reaches his irreverent
conclusion, Finbar happens to be sitting alone in the college library. "There's a
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peculiar kind of crackling sound in Finbar's head again" (p.158). The noise turns
out to be fire and the library's engulfed. Whereas act one ended with a provocative
figure of speech - "who the hell's he?" - act three, which duplicates the agenda of
loss, closes with a veritable conflagration, replete with hellish connotations. '" [S]o
you put it down to coincidence MacDuffie?'" demands the furious warden. '''I do
sir, sheer coincidence'" replies Finbar (p.158). And sheer coincidence it may well
be - the summary judgement of a peeved Almighty God.
Act four begins constructively with an episode analogous to the ending of
Israel's captivity in Egypt - the mass deportation of the highlanders from Scotland.
In a political sense, the people's involuntary removal constituted a grossly repressive
act, so a certain amount of irony attends Foster's deployment of the episode in its
fictional context. An abrupt turning of the world upside down upon the action's
transfer to the southern hemisphere (the metaphor itself featuring frequently in the
novel) signals the radical extent to which this act departs from the foregoing one.
The gold rush, which coincides prominently with the Highlanders' exodus,
symbolically underlines the potential that paradise may be regained. Significantly
too, a rainbow presides over the colonial gold fields. This bow is metaphoric,
comprising the immigrants themselves who are of "every colour of human
experience and Divine Dispensation" (p.174). "Because of the recent rains,"
everyone is working at fever pitch. Foster's point is that the true gold is not in the
ground; it's in mankind. The "Sink to Rise", the mine where Finbar (now known
as Moonlite) gains employment, suggests that in order to be redeemed Finbar must
come to terms with his darker self, harrow his personal hell. This recognition that
light and darkness are reciprocal conditions is addressed by the strange hallucinatory
episode involving Moonlite and Sunbeam (pp.204-6). Individual descents facilitate
collective redemptions which is why so much attention in the novel is given to the
development of Finbar MacDuffie as a Christ figure. Nor does this preclude the
possibility of parody. Indeed, Finbar's name suggests he might be a bit of a duffer
- a decidedly un-Christ like eventuality.
What's needed in the pandemonium of colonial society is a leader with the
right sort of vision and "'the man from Jesus Christ''' (p.173), Moonlite MacDuffie,
apparently fits that bill. Crucially he is swept up in a political rally bent on
overturning the establishment. The rally is led by the reformed aristocrat Comrade
Anton Ducksbury:
'Alas, the lesson of history is that while there is wealth there are those who
will seize it high-handedly .... '
'Hear hear,' the hall is in agreement.
'Let us drag the capitalist dog from his lair', Ducksbury continues, pounding
the table, 'and let him realize his days are numbered, and that no longer
will men labour under the appalling conditions in these mines and batteries,
simply to line his pockets. To Knob Hill comrades! En avant!'
The cry is taken up, and the men erupt from the room seething with
indignation.... [Finbar asks] 'Which way the insurrection.' (pp.193-4)

Frye's discussion of Israel as "a kind of proletariat ... at the bottom of the social
order" is revealing of Foster's intentions here.
The proletarian archetype ... is based on the assumption that whatever is
excluded or pushed out of the social order will sooner or later return. The
original descent is complemented by a creative ascent, in the form of the
revolutionary release of repressed elements, whether political or psychological.'o

The connection which Foster draws between this insurrection on the gold fields and
the Resurrection are clear enough. It puts the anti-imperialist theme, which
constitutes an abiding concern in the Foster canon, in a more potent light. This
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time, at least, the miners' insurrection does not eventuate; it melts away as the men
are drawn into "the one hundred and one public houses" (p.194) that lie between the
meeting hall and their destination - an expected fate to which Comrade Ducksbury
is stoic all y resigned. After attaining "the secret of electoral life" (p.211), Finbar is
assassinated and, while a surrealist resurrection is projected, the accompanying signs
are not propitious. For instance, the funeral vehicle's luggage compartment "carries
at all times a ballast of blacksmith's anvils" (p.2l2). According to classical legend,
Vulcan, the patron god of blacksmiths, was among the troop of fallen angels - a
signification backed by the phrase "at all times". The weight, furthermore, renders
flight a dubious proposition. Foster's cunning is not without humour, which is
appropriate given his colossal confounding of raised expectations.
Although a regaining of paradise through the death of Finbar MacDuffie is
ruled out, act four is nevertheless signficant in that, by virtue of its occurrence, it
strives to escape the inevitable pattern of circularity into which the first three acts
lock the novel. Whether it be pagan or Christian mythology at issue, the underlying
format is circular. The Druids taught the existence of one god, "Be'al", "the life of
everything," "the source of all beings" whom they identified with the sun. I I In
winter, Bel (sic) becomes ill, deserting the MacEsaus; in summer, he revives,
responding to ritual appeasement (pA5). The solstitial cycle is never ending, like
the displacement of night by day, and day by night. The Christian scenario is
readily assimilated: "Conversion to God and Fall from Grace are essentially
reciprocal transitions" (p.149). Throughout the novel, Foster's vocabulary, his
insistent use of words like "lost", "fall", "rise", subtly emphasises the cycle
dominating the human consciousness. Moonlite ends, as it begins, with a funeral.
Cartographical names in the southern hemisphere - Lionidh, Cholmondeley Harbour,
Ratt River and, most significantly perhaps, Hamalan - are identical to those in the
north, symptomatic of a pernicious colonial practice of creating a new world in
terms of the old. Early passages of narrative are repeated verbatim in the closing
stages. 12 All these details independently verify the fact that Moonlite, racked by
"eschatological anxiety" has, in the novel's course, "describe[d] a big circle"
(p.20l). Accordingly, the possibility arises that Moonlite's very "eschatological
anxiety" has induced the circularity to which his experience attests. Similarly, on a
larger scale, a central antagonism between mythology and history would appear to
have dissolved, with history abandoning its linear progression in favour of a system
of recurrent phases - cause for critical concern in the novel. For instance, on the
hustings, Moonlite contemplates a programme for national development: '''It's just
a question of clearing the trees, driving out the natives and putting in sheep'"
(p.208). This, of course, was just the question that initiated the Highland
Clearances. It is as though an inexplicable fear of the future prompts mankind to
retrace old ambits. Were it not for the novel's final paragraph, act four would
perhaps afford no hope of what Frye terms "the revolution that will reverse but not
again revolve."13
The last word calls for an irrevocable emancipation of the human spirit - this
in defiant refutation of a damaging insinuation that the heavens are "silent" (p.213).
In a sense, the world's visibility, its objectivity, has ensured God's invisibility and
subjectivity, a status quo now dramatically reversed by this manifestation of divine
word:

o New

West Highlands! Colour of Jerusalem! ... Thou wast, from Thy
beginning, a City of Refuge, victim and instrument of Unjust Law; yet
dingest Thou, terrified, to the Old Way, worshipping The Travesty at two
removes... Wilt Thou hang, forever pendant, till Thy Thumbs concresce
with the Very Rock?
One awaits. Who cannot be Born, till Thou art content to die. Climb
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or Let Go! Thou hast had Time Enough, and the patience of Thy Father
is exhausted (p.214).

What matters here is the relation established between "Thou", the New West
Highlands, and an implicit, authoritarian, oracular "I". That Foster is aware of the
risks he takes in identifying his authorial function so closely with the creator's is
witnessed by his character Sunbeam: "'Seem to me the written word, he no good
fella. Christ, He write nothin, but Paul never stop writin eh? Pistle here, pistle
there, all time writin pistles'" (p.204). Walter Kaufmann, in a prologue to his
translation of Martin Buber's I and Thou, points out that word play may be
construed as inherently irreverent - a wisdom which encapsulates a basic motivation
of all Foster's writingS. 14 It accounts for the unique conjunction of seriousness and
humour which A.P. Riemer identifies as a stylistic signature of Foster's.ls Within
the parameters set by the dialectical ploy, the possibility of affumative rejoinder
vested in the second person is admitted. Nor can the unleashed hope be jeopardised
by the Father's prostration, itself analogous to that rest following the creative effort.
Referring to the abrupt conclusion of Mark's gospel, John Drury explains that such
"incomplete endings, impressively fortissimo, are poised toward an ending - the
ending - which is beyond the text."16 Moonlite works in the same way; indeed, the
text's force capitalises upon the potency of its context.
A complex quest for truth, Moonlite reaches beyond the plain black and white
of its script into a spectral band of fme permutations. In a novel which addresses
'''the incapacity of language to deal with the complexity of life, when categories
become fluid'" (p.199), the image of the rainbow, a graphic illustration of fluid
categories, commands attention. Mythologically, the rainbow constitutes "a set of
directions to the eye" (p.146), a symbol evoking both reassurance and dread, light
and its absence. It presents, furthermore, "an object ... to the eye" (p.146) - a
phenomenon comprising "'alternating light and dark bands'" (p.l44). An incident
revolving around Finbar's study of the glory introduces the rainbow in a daring
literary context which anticipates an even broader one
Finbar has no time for flowers, he's too busy looking for rainbows. The
rainbow is still the chief problem in optics.... That night he unloads a basket
of flowers on the bar. At first Maggie thinks they're a gift for her, but after
a while their purpose becomes clear. The arc of knapweed, bachelors'
buttons, meadow cranesbill, oak leaves, ragwort, willow herb and corn
poppies represents the primary bow, at forty-two degrees. Eight degrees
higher on the bar is the secondary bow, corn poppies, clover, buttercups,
burdock leaves, speedwell, selfheal and bats-in-the-belfry. Alexander's dark
band, between the two bows, is depicted as a ring of cork beer mats, while
the faint supernumerary arcs, under the primary bow, are represented by
alternating strips of goosegrass and pink restharrow.
'Sae you're nae colourblind Finbar - well thank God for sma' mercies.'
(p.l43)

This imaginative creation of a bow out of flowers emphasises the potential of
metaphor to overcome some of the incapacity of language, and it is ironic that
Finbar misses his own point - that the flowers are the glory. In the same way, the
novel becomes the rainbow, refracting mythology and history and assuming,
metaphorically, the attendant light and darkness of each. "[W]hat fellowship hath
light with darkness?" Paul, that former chief of sinners, asks of the Corinthians (2
Cor. 6.14). Foster's Moonlite is a timeless and boundary-crossing novel, larger than
itself by virtue of the response it essays.
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15.
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David Foster, Moonlite (Ringwood: Penguin, 1981). All page citations follow this edition.
Jason and Pete personify a soul-body duality in Plumbum (Ringwood: Penguin, 1983); Noel and
Leon a masculine-feminine dichotomy in Testostero (Ringwood: Penguin, 1987).
Northrop Frye, Words with Power: Being a Second Study of the Bible and Literature (Markham,
Ontario: Viking, 1990), p.229.
Of the reference sources acknowledged, John Prebble's The Highland Clearances (Harmondsworth:
Penguin, 1969), possibly exerts the greatest pull on Foster's imagination.
Prebble, p.56.
Fadden's voyage seems to originate in a speculative enterprise on the part of Patrick Sellar and
William Young in 1809 to develop trade with the northern counties. Refer Prebble, pp. 58-9.
Foster plays with the idea in Testostero, where the twin set, macho Noel and homosexual Leon,
is extended to include the trans-sexual Cortesana.
John Macarthur, an officer of the NSW Corps, became famous as an entrepreneurial woolgrower. But he also played a role in spirits profiteering, making in 1807 "a profit of 154 per
cent on the legal re-sale of a purchase of 378 gallons [of rum], watered down to 447 gallons"
and, in 1808, prosecuting Governor Bligh's officials "for trespass in seizing the copper boilers of
stills" which he was alleged to have illegally imported. See A.G.L. Shaw, "1788-1810," in A
New History of Australia, ed. Frank Crowley (Melbourne: Heinemann, 1974), pp. 37, 40;
Lachlan Macquarie was governor of NSW from 1810-1821; in 1958, John McEwan succeeded
Fadden as leader of the Country Party and Deputy Prime Minister to Menzies.
In Testostero, Foster's study of the relationship between comedy and tragedy, Noel's habitual
grin and Leon's habitual grimace constitute burlesque approximations of the comic and tragic
masks.
Frye, p.238.
Thomas Bulfinch, Bu/jinch's Mythology (New York: Thomas Y. Cromwell, 1970), pp. 358-60.
The description of the drunkard priest on p.1 recurs on p. 199; Finbar, p.l90, is afflicted by the
same breathlessness as Lamech, p.2.
Frye, p.262.
Walter Kaufmann, trans., I and Thou (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1970), pA4.
A.P. Riemer, "Bare-Breech'd Brethren: The Novels of David Foster," Southerly, vol. 47, no. 2
(June 1987), pp. 126-44.
John Drury, "Mark," in The Literary Guide to the Bible, ed. Robert Alter and Frank Kermode
(London: Collins, 1987), pAlO.

JUDY RAY
Gardening
for Sam
A purple-striped Easter egg had been
Perversely hidden just there-two feet
From the rose bush-its putrefaction
A buried secret. I planted the neat
Root fist of a Michaelmas daisy
Given in mourning. Its cotton-white
Blooms had become faded and hazy
So I snipped them short. I thought we might
Want an affmnation, renewal.
Yet when curly leaves appeared in Spring
I almost stamped them down. Betrayal!
Empty promises! They could not bring
You back. With my bleak rage lay broken
The egg, the cycle and much unspoken.
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JUDY RAY

Centenarians of Dunedin, New Zealand

Mrs. Alice Graham. born in England.
was one hundred and six
on March 22nd. 1987.
Bulldozers claw the Cromwell Gorge.
dam the green Clutha River.
They pause only ten minutes
each hour to let traffic through.
Where pioneer prospectors
panned for fortunes, a ten-thousand-year-old
landslide-buried cave crumbles to light.

Miss Emma Taylor. also born in England.
and a parlour-maid all her working life.
was one hundred
on March 28th.
In these mountains, still grinding
skyward seven inches a year,
lizards and birds lie preserved
and scattered. At least, bones and feather-tufts.
scales and skin-traces of the tuatara,
and giant stalking moa
birds among fossils of tree-ferns.

Mrs. Agnes Nye. born in Waimate.
was one hundred and two
on March 29th.
In dark forests high above Otago
Harbour, tree-ferns still thrive. and fuschia-trees
spill strips of sunset in orangered bark. Bare kanuka trunks
slap together like a deathly parade
of warrior spears as I scuttle through.
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Mrs. Cecilia McCaw
also reached one hundred
in March.
Thrashing night-wind bangs roof-sheets
and window latches. The bird
that sleeps in thick shrub outside our window
and always sings at five a.m., jerks,
squawks, and whimpers once. Radio
gives warnings for mountaineers
and seamen, small traffic in high places.
Mrs. Sarah Foote, horn in Glasgow
but living in New Zealand since 1919.
was one hundred
on April 25th.
Bluff oysters are in season, cold pottIes
in all the fish shops. Pig-faced
serpents of bull-kelp writhe
on rocks. Yellow-eyed penguins
take to the waves. Are people
stronger, living close to sea's harsh rhythms?
Looking ahead. Miss Edith Hetherington
will reach her century
on May 29th.
Baldwin Street, the steepest in the world
-so claims the Guinness Book-dimbs
in Dunedin's North-East Valley.
An unprepossessing dust-coloured street.
The Senior Citizen's home nestles
in North-East Valley, too. A few shawled residents
spin wheelchairs and stare aslant. Others
stand trim, sharp as thirty years ago. These
pragmatic centenarians smile. They talk of hard work,
of visits yet planned to British birthplace,
bleak towns remembered as gardens.
Broad Olga takes cheerful, matronly charge.
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JUDY RAY

Immunity

The Wizard stands in Christchurch Square
each day at 1 p.m. in robe and hat,
tall as a step-laddered life
to amuse, accuse and harangue.
Wizard by profession, immune by claimhe "vanished" when the census was taken.
He drops his robe to show the inch-wide
prison stripes of freedom lost, chains that ban
his right to disappear with wizardly immunity.
He must have been convincing. Even now
our suitcase stickers bear the message:
I BELIEVE THE WIZARD VANISHED ON CENSUS
NIGHT.
In the shadow of the Wizard's voice
a tiny violinist perches on a crate
claiming her Cathedral square of freedom too,
before the laughing fringe, hecklers
with mouth-organs and beery faces,
depressed slump of the punk despite fantails
of blue-green hair on half-shaved heads.
Plucky lady to busk this crowd, I thinkuntil I hear her violin scratch the sky
with hymns in reedy, wavering, stringy slides.
I look hard into her face
beneath dry-grass hair
to see if this day is just a joke.
But that face, round and expressionless
as a blemished ironstone plate,
says she too is one of the immune.
Christchurch, New Zealand
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Shampooing the Farmers

"Consider the farmer .... !t would do him good
to be thoroughly shampooed to make him supple."
-Thoreau

At five in the afternoon the fanner
is not dancing with a bull. He's milking
the cows-again, feeding the calves-again,
cleaning the sheds-again. A healthy life?
Maybe. He has routine, change, outdoor work.
But Thoreau contends the fanner is too
"insensible" to be healthy, he has
endurance but no elasticity.
"His is the health of the ox,
an overworked buffalo."
My father fitted Thoreau's mould. It takes
endurance to finish tasks in season,
to start again after disease, floods, drought.
It takes endurance to tend animals
daily despite bone weariness, to make
decisions alone and carry them out
alone.
My mother would have laughed at the notion"it would do him good to be thoroughly
shampooed... " We could have discovered that
shampoo, derived from Hindi, used to mean
massage; thus a different picture, too, from
the Oriental Memoir that describes
a Mahratta wife: she "first champoes
her husband and fans him to repose;
she then champoes the horse."
I have visions of bubbles in a tub,
hayseeds and ingrained mud scrubbed away,
then the fanner's obdurate muscles
oiled with kneading care
to make him supple.
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JUDY RAY

In the Formal Gardens

On rain-dark morning
steam smokes from fountains as if cold marble
statues were on fire.
Unperturbed goldfish
pose slant and glassy for generations
in turbid waters.
Breaking sun brings back
swallows and far-off hills, while a formal
wedding party heads
for the rose garden
furling umbrellas, and the gardener stoops
to rake among thorns
of ancient bushes.
At the periphery of the garden's
spare form-dean angles-a mass of tangled
foliage crowds in:
wild roses half-tamed,
spent petals fallen to leave green fruits round
as little apples.
On a rose matching
bridesmaids' silk dresses, a beetle with wings
of copper chews soft
petals; another
mounts her armoured back with forelegs flailing.
Then a close embraceall's still, all perfumed,
while sunlight sings from double copper sheen,
from gold wedding rings.
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Summer Procrastination

A fold of bushes puckers
the smooth slopes of a golf course
where the red-black shadow
of ripening
has touched the blackberries,
and from day to day I say
I'll go and pick some.
But the rain
drives hard and horizontal
across Otago Harbour, swelling
rivers and sodden fruit,
cloud-shrouding that breast
of hill with its nippled
furze-green peak.
My neighbor's laundry
flies its rectangular courseolive-grey shirts,
plum skirt,
and a lot of socks proclaim
her wet banner, flapping grim.
My fate is hidden in the rapier sting
of a kamikaze wasp that will come
on the first gorse-dry day,
just as I reach
for swollen, over-ripe
blackberries.
Sawyers Bay, Otago. New Zealand
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OLIVE PELL

What I knew of Mollie Skinner

My first remembered sight of Mollie, maybe Summer 1938 or '39, was standing
outside our Darlington home. She was short, sturdy with a cleft lip and smoke-blue
eyes, no glasses would be of any use for the irreparable damage that meant she had
no schooling - so Mollie always needed an editor. Her sister, Dolly Law told me
that she had money (never when I knew her) and she always bought good clothes.
But such was the ebullience of her character I never really noticed what she wore.
At the same time she bought a small car and she just managed to get her licence.
When the young constable saw that she couldn't tell the difference between a "u"
and an "0", Mollie quickly said - "if I saw you on the road I would drive round
you!" It was just as well there was little traffic then.
I did not go to her funeral as I like to remember people as they were. But Dolly
Law told me that there was a flag on her coffin, and friends and the playing of the
'Last Post' showed the paradox that was Mollie. This was the poem that I wrote
when I heard she was dead in 1955 and was published in the West:
They say you're dead.
All I know is you've shed
the flesh - all that stood for pain.
And yet I see again
the face, impatiently, you called crucified
because flesh it defied,
yet was flesh warm as touch
of love, hot with too much
heart for peace.
That fire will cease
to bum, the ashes lie like snow
cold, cold to those from whom you go.
Till they remember billowing smoke
that spoke
the insurgent laughter in your eyes,
content to leave no trace
but white ash of words
fire purifies
and true wisdom in a face,
like smoke, lifting to the skies.
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RICHARD ROSSITER

"Thou oughtest to be mine": father
and lover in Ethel Turner's Nicola

Silver
Today Ethel Turner's claim to fame as a writer rests almost entirely on her first
novel Seven Little Australians (1894). It is still in print and has been translated into
eleven languages. It was first made into a stage play in 1915 and, more recently
(1988) has been transformed into a successful musical. In addition the novel was
the basis for a film (1939), and two television serials, a British version in 1953 and
an Australian one in 1973.
A reputation based on a single work, and that marginalised by the
categorisation as "children's literature", does not adequately acknowledge Ethel
Turner's contribution to Australian letters. In all she published over forty works, of
which thirty-one were novels. Her relative insignificance was not always the case.
As early as the 1890s - with few works published - the Bulletin placed her alongside
Louis Becke and "Banjo" Paterson, claiming that the work of these three writers
would form part of a national tradition already established by Kendall and Gordon,
Brunton Stephens and Marcus Clarke. I In other words her work was seen to be in
the mainstream of Australian Literature of the time, and while there was an
awareness that her work appealed to younger readers, there was no insistence on a
clear demarcation between literature for "children" and literature for "adults".
In almost all that she wrote Ethel Turner had a fascination with achieving a
balance between the operation of the masculine and the feminine. However an
insurmountable problem for her in this regard was a deeply-rooted ambivalence
concerning the interaction of the sexes; the source of this ambivalence can be traced
back to her own experiences with father figures. In its focus on the late novel
Nicola Silver (1924), this paper outlines three significant influences on Turner's
representation of male and female: her family life, the literary traditions of the fairy
tale, and the role of the gothic. It is questionable whether Ethel Turner was fully
aware of the extent to which this novel (and many of her others) drew on these
sources; however a discussion of them goes some way to explaining the different
levels at which Nicola Silver operates as fiction.
The paper argues that the realism of the novel is subverted, albeit temporarily,
by the symbolic world of the fairy tale and the gothic. The challenge to the
authority of the "real" occurs at those points where there is some attempt by the
fictional characters (and perhaps the author herself) to look beyond the everyday
material world to the underlying cause of the conflict.
The genesis of Ethel Turner's literary self is, in an important sense, a result of
her experiences growing up in Sydney in the 1880s and 90s. She was born in 1872
and kept detailed diaries from 1887 until 1952.2 A study of them reveals that the
relationship between herself and her (second) stepfather, Charles Cope, was marked
by emotional conflict, and uncertainty about the definition of roles, in particular
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those of "father" and "daughter". Cope was extremely possessive of both his elder
stepdaughters, and of Ethel in particular. Her response to him in his role as
dominant male (a circumstance faced by many of Ethel Turner's female characters),
was marked by ambivalence. Cope's behaviour was at its worst when Ethel's future
husband, Herbert Curlewis, was wooing the apparently reluctant Ethel. When
Curlewis proposed marriage to the twenty-year old Ethel, Cope got into a "white
heat" and flatly refused to grant his permission. 3 Three entries in 1892, each
separated by two days, give some idea of the intricacies of the relationship; (it
should be understood that Ethel has transgressed by being the subject of a proposal):
12th June: ... H[erbertl and Mr Cope talked until late, I tendered the olive
branch in the shape of a good night kiss to Mr Cope and was chillingly
received.
14th June: ... I wrote him, Mr Cope, a long and loving letter asking him
to forgive me and be friends.
16th June: Mr Cope's answer came. He won't forgive. Oh he is hard.
He says he would far rather bury me than give me to any man, that after
Mother he always loved me better than anyone on earth, etc. etc. That he
should have the same feeling of abhorrence to any man. I have bruised
myself against a cold stone wall all for nothing and the smart is pretty bad.

Cope's response to the taboo desire for his stepdaughter continued to reveal
itself in his immature, aggressively possessive behaviour. The diaries depict a man
who is bad-tempered and violent towards his wife; perhaps this behaviour resulted
from his feelings for Ethel. Her response to the contrary tensions of the household
is, essentially, divided. She is loyal to her mother, angry with her stepfather, and
capable of playing the tease - almost, it would seem, enjoying provoking Cope into
displaying his jealousy.
If there could be any doubting either the intensity or the nature of Cope's
feelings, this is dispelled by the account of his behaviour at Ethel's wedding. Ethel
recalled the day two weeks after the event. Just as Herbert was lifting the veil for
the first kiss, there came "Mr Cope brushing roughly up, pushing him aside and
taking the first before anyone could recover from the surprise - it was cruel,
wicked." Within two sentences, however, Ethel revealed that "On the way home we
decided to forgive ... Mr Cope."4
Ethel's response to Curlewis was marked by a similar uncertainty. Again she
seemed to enjoy playing the tease, and frequently adopted a patronising attitude.
When Ethel finally agreed to an engagement, she luxuriated in the power that she
had over Curlewis. She seemed to take pleasure in being wilful. One entry typifies
her attitude: "We had a dreadful quarrel, my fault of course, I said I broke off the
engagement from that minute and he couldn't get over it. I suppose 1 was a little
wretch.'"
In spite of her belief in her own power, both Cope and Curlewis had
considerable influence over Ethel Turner's life. As we have seen, Cope as the
infatuated stepfather decided that his twenty-year old stepdaughter would not marry
until the matter was no longer under his control (i.e. when Ethel turned twenty-one).
Curlewis, like many of Ethel Turner's fictional males, was credited with a special
role as a teacher or guide to the young woman: "He [Curlewis] says he has taught
me to love him at last and indeed he has."6 These two important men in Ethel
Turner's life - and in particular Cope - were at one and the same time powerful
adults and like dependent children.

* * *
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The link between biography and fiction is evident in Nicola Silver. Here one sees
the contrary dimensions of the masculine character. of which Ethel Turner had so
much direct experience, reflected in the representation of a patriarchal father who,
like many of Turner's male figures, is a man with a vision. Silver is a glowering,
depressing, larger-than-life figure whose notions of discipline amount to cruelty,
which is more often psychological than physical. The entire family, his wife,
mother and four children, all live in fear of him. Ultimately Nicola believes that
what motivates his behaviour is a fear of his own weakness.
Within the novel, the ambivalent and complex responses of children to parents
and the tensions in the interactions between the sexes frequently echo the personal
experiences of Ethel Turner with her stepfather Cope, husband Curlewis, and mother
Sarah (known at Jean). These tensions, which are often sexually-based, are revealed
in arguments - in both the fiction and the diaries - over where authority is vested.
In Turner's fiction, authority lies with the adolescent figure and, occasionally, the
wise older person (almost invariably male).
In Nicola Silver wisdom and insight are granted to a number of characters, both
male and female. In this regard Nicola herself is a key figure, and also Seymour,
a one-time writer and lover of books. Their authority is derived from the depth of
their understanding. On the other hand the influence of Conan Brand, the young
lover who challenges Mr Silver for possession of his daughter, results from the
exercise of his will. To achieve the ideal balance, Conan must not remain the
embodiment of pure will (represented in Ethel Turner's life by Mr Cope) - nor is it
sufficient to be in possession of a wisdom which is not translated into action
(arguably represented by Curlewis).
The role of the "wise old man", Seymour, in the education of Conan, the
knight-in-shining armour (in this case transported by a car called the "Perfect
Lady"), who is to rescue Nicola from her stone prison on the hill, is revealed in an
important interchange on the nature of women. In his wisdom of twenty years
Conan expresses the view that, "Women don't want heroes nowadays; they only
want someone to kill time with."7 Seymour, with the wisdom of sixty years,
disagrees:
·' ... Women look instinctively to men for heroic qualities, for ideality - for
something stronger and higher than themselves ... The man who is the higher
type, despite the poets." (161-162)

There is nothing in the novel to suggest disagreement with Seymour's position.
It is, presumably, a respect for this view that largely excuses the behaviour of Silver,
although he has a perverted sense of "ideality" and manifests very little kindness,
except for some hints of a twisted sort of love for Nicola.
As the novel progresses, the development of Conan's character offers support
for Seymour's theories. Conan's ideal hero-figure is a composite of Garibaldi,
Henry Ford, and Mussolini. The story of Garibaldi holds a special appeal for
Conan. In uttering the words "Thou oughtest to be mine", the "red-hot Italian
patriot" lay claim to Anita, in opposition to her father's will; he had betrothed her
to a suitor she did not love. However it requires more than words to win her.
Armed with "the irresistible might of his will" (and guns and mariners!) Garibaldi
carries off Anita from her father's household. The story of Garibaldi provides a
model for Conan, who must also confront the possessive father, Mr Silver, if he is
to win Nicola. In the real-life triangle that Ethel Turner was part of, there is no
evidence that Curlewis was ever emboldened to directly challenge Mr Cope. This
apparent lack of "male" forcefulness on the part of Curlewis may be more a
reflection on Ethel's ambivalent attitude to marriage, rather than being indicative of
a less-than-ardent lover.
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Although Ethel Turner seems more intent on illustrating the "general
foolishness" rather than "the basic virtues" of women, there is one figure who
consistently challenges stereotypical female roles - the woman as artist. Here it is
Nicola Silver who writes, at the age of fifteen, and while incarcerated beneath her
father's house, a manuscript which is published under the title, "Letters to a Boy
from a Girl on a Hill". It is about her visit to the city with the Brands, and what
it's like to have a first experience of so many different things: a ride in a car, using
a lift, buying clothes, going to the theatre and the races, swimming in the ocean,
going to a dance. The reviews of this first book by a young writer are remarkably
similar to the response Ethel Turner received to her first novel Seven Little
Australians, (which further underlines the use of autobiography in the characterisation).
The relationship between Mr and Mrs Silver, representatives of the older
generation, has not been a happy one, because Silver (in one of many echoes of
Cope) has "never been able to love" his wife. (244) In an intense moment with
Nicola who is now seventeen, Mrs Silver acknowledges that,
" ... while it is better to love than merely to be loved, it is best to love and
be also loved. The other is too cold - too lonely. Children are nothing or, at best, very little in the big scheme of love. They keep you busy - keep
you from thinking, that is all. Do you hear, Nicola?" (244-245)

She does not want Nicola to repeat the mistake that she made at seventeen,
and, in this case, we have reason to think that Nicola will not. The thoughtful,
capable and adventurous Conan seems an ideal match.
In Nicola Silver, as in a number of Ethel Turner's works, child-like
characteristics are associated with female characters, and adult characteristics with
male characters. At times Turner herself seems to have endorsed the privileging of
males over females, and to have shared the paternalistic concerns of male characters
in regard to "precocious" females. (In Seven Little Australians the "chief defect" of
the Australian girl is that she "has come to ripeness almost in a day".)
The novel ends with another birthday - Nicola's seventeenth. It has all the
tensions of the earlier birthday when the Brands, in dramatic fashion, arrived on the
scene by overturning their car on Stony Ridge. This time only one Brand arrives Conan, to request permission to marry Nicola. It comes as no surprise that Silver
refuses this request. To Nicola - in words that echo Cope - she says: "The first
possible moment is four years hence ... and then it will probably be only over my
dead body. Marriage with one who taught you defiance of your parents, I will spill
my blood to prevent." (247)

* * *
At the surface level, the novel is an interesting story about family life - in both city
and country - with all the attendant problems of adolescent children establishing
adult selves. For the most part the detailing of settings and characters belongs to a
realist tradition, underlined here by Ethel Turner's use of specific instances from her
own life within the fictional world of the novel. However a more complex work is
revealed if one considers those aspects of the novel which are derived from genres
where character, event and setting are richly symbolic - as is the case with the fairy
tale and the gothic.
The novel opens with a description of the grey stone house stuck on the side
of the hill, with its barred windows, and a "scant-frocked, bare-legged" but beautiful
girl who sits on the side of the hill in "The Paddock of the Flying Trees" looking
out at the horizon where lies an unknown, mysterious city. The emblematic imagery
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suggests the fairy tale, and in the circumstances facing Nicola and her brother Rhys,
there are echoes of brother and sister stories like "Hansel and Gretel" where the
children must begin to take responsibility for their own lives, to direct those lives in
a way that is no longer dependent on their parents. For the Silvers, and in particular
Nicola, Sydney is much like the gingerbread house, which, as Bruno Bettelheim
points out, "is an image nobody forgets: how incredibly appealing and tempting a
picture this is, and how terrible the risk one runs if one gives in to the temptation."8
Nicola, like Hansel and Gretel, does give in to temptation, but, in the process purges
herself of those very needs. Nicola, having experienced the city, does not stay
locked into that stage of her development which Bettelheim would see as "primitive
orality". She has gained a lot from her experience in the "woods" (Sydney) and
now has sufficient autonomy to write a book of her experiences which brings in an
income (which is, admittedly, taken over by her father). She returns from the city
laden with presents for her parents and siblings, and bearing more money than she
left with. As with Hansel and Gretel the material goods symbolise a changed role.
In playing the role of provider, Nicola has much in common with other young
heroines in popular fiction. In a paper on this topic, which draws on Freud's essay
on "Female Sexuality", Jacqueline Berke maintains that "the adolescent girl, eager to
sally forth on her own and do for herself, is strongly impelled to reverse roles with
her mother ... so that mother becomes the helped and needy one while daughter
becomes the needed helper.'''} She notes that this is the situation in Rebecca of
Sunnybrooke Farm where Rebecca is the "wise, loving mother" and the mother "a
frightened helpless child".
Nicola's position is similar to that of Little Red Riding Hood ("Little Red Cap"
in the Grimm version). Bettelheim's commentary on this tale is apposite:
The maternal figures of mother and witch which were all-important in
"Hansel and Gretel" have shrunk to insignificance in "Little Red Cap",
where neither mother nor grandmother can do anything - neither threaten
nor protect. The male, by contrast, is all-important, split into two opposite
forms ....
It is as if Little Red Cap is trying to understand the contradictory nature
of the male by experiencing all aspects of his personality: the selfish, asocial,
violent, potentially destructive tendencies of the id (the wolf); the unselfish,
social, thoughtful, and protective propensities of the ego (the hunter).'o

The "opposite forms" of the male are exactly what Stephen Silver and Conan Brand
reflect. When Nicola runs to meet Brand, rather than accept her father's threat that
marriage to him would be "over [his] dead body", she has finally freed herself from
his tyranny. The victory for the forces of the ego must result in the destruction of
the id - and so Nicola's marriage is indeed over her father's dead body.
The story of Nicola-replacing-her-mother is made complete in the birthday
chapter. She directs her mother, brother and sister to put on the clothes that are the
symbol of freedom - those she bought while on her week's visit to the city. Mrs
Silver, who has never worn her new garments "because she feared to hurt her
husband by doing so" agrees to dress up when she discovers that Silver has given
permission to do so.
Nicola continues in her new role when she says:
"You must do your hair again, Mother... "
Mrs Silver went to the high little looking glass and obediently took down
her hair, wavy beautiful fair hair ... while Nicola's was raven and straight
like her father's ... (243) (My emphasis)
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This identification of Nicola with her father suggests that she embodies both
parents. By drawing attention to the contrast in hair-colour of mother and daughter,
Ethel Turner is placing Nicola alongside her dark, passionate heroines, and at the
same time underlining the mother's asexual role.
Mrs Silver, in taking down her hair, is reversing that symbolic act of female
adulthood: putting one's hair up. When she puts the dress on, Mrs Silver stands
like a child before the mirror and says:
"Then I am not so very ill-looking?"
"You are as beautiful as an angel," said Nicola. (244)

Because Nicola has become the strong child-mother figure who can allay the fears
of the mother-child, then just as it was necessary for Silver to die, so must his wife.
Mrs Silver's last action in attempting to stand up to her husband is quite ineffective:
"Go back to your room, Frances," Silver said ... She melted away without
one other word. (246)

In sending her back to her room, Silver is, metaphorically, ensuring his wife's death.
The novel renders the metaphor in literal terms.
The final paragraphs are strongly reminiscent of the conclusion to Edgar Allan
Poe's "The Fall of the House of Usher". No sooner has Nicola escaped from the
house - urged on by her mother who feels something terrible is about to happen than it begins to break up. The "heavy, uncompromising house" slides slowly down
the hillside and finally collapses, anthropomorphically, "with a crash that shook the
hillside it crumpled, fell forward on its face, and was still." (253) Silver's last
attempt to incarcerate his daughter, reminiscent of Usher's entombing his sister
alive, has brought a terrible revenge from "Nature", a "sudden Berserk rage". The
story concludes with the hero and heroine, having watched the dramatic destruction
of the house and its occupants from the safety of Conan's car, "clinging to each
other in their little glassed Eden house." (254) They, "the two young ones" shall
inherit a different earth.
In summary, Nicola Silver can be read as a fairy tale which represents in
"imaginative form what the process of healthy human development consists of....
This growth process begins with the resistance against the parents and fear of
growing up, and ends when youth has truly found itself, achieved psychological
independence and moral maturity, and no longer views the other sex as threatening
or demonic, but is able to relate positively to it. "11
Like Rapunzel, Nicola has escaped from her tower and become united with her
prince. Ethel Turner's novel concludes with the statement that the hero and heroine
"remained safe".

* * *
As suggested by the reference to "The Fall of the House of Usher", the symbolising
of experience is also represented by the gothic elements within the novel. Although
not of the same proportions, the forbidding stone house, ruled over by the despotic
father, functions like the castle in the gothic tradition:
... its chief attribute is an isolation in which the heroine is completely
controlled by someone else while separated from those she loves. The castle
threatens shame, agony, annihilation - and desire."

This view of the significance of the castle (stone house) is supported by the
title of Nicola's book, written while literally incarcerated beneath the house:
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"Letters to a Boy from a Girl on the Hill". The tensions arising from the fatherdaughter-lover triangle are only resolved by the dramatic conclusion of the novel.
The collapse of the house destroys (and imprisons) the "bad" father and the
unprotective mother, leaving Nicola and her lover outside its walls as spectators of
the destruction.
The patterning of the events within the novel - Nicola's escape to the city, her
return home followed by a further movement away (with the assistance of Conan)
- reflects a structure central to the gothic.
Because the castle presents a markedly untrustworthy Other that
encompasses the entire not-me, physical escape becomes the only way of
meeting its threats. From this logic comes the paradigmatic pattern of the
gothic: persecution followed by flight, flight being the outward turn from
threatened sexual penetration or intrusive parental care. "I will not let the
castle force itself into me - I will put myself outside it.""

The novel's conclusion, with the implied marriage of the heroine and her
saviour is a further convention of the genre. As with the fairy tale, the gothic
tradition allowed Ethel turner a means of dealing - and not dealing - with deeplyrooted psycho-social issues that were at one and the same time of a personal and
public nature. By this I mean that a non-realist tradition permits the writer to keep
at arm's length matters that might be too complex or threatening to acknowledge
with the explicitness of realism - either to herself or to her reading public.

* * *
Finally, I would like to make a brief return to a related matter: the
circumstances under which Nicola writes her story. There is profound significance
in the image of the woman writer shut beneath her father's house and who, as a
result, discovers her creative powers, through which she establishes some autonomy.
This idea would have had considerable appeal for Ethel Turner whose writing was
very much a means of establishing her independence - both emotional and financial
- in a world of male power (whether it be represented by her stepfather, husband or
publisher). The rich sub-text of Nicola Silver suggests that the work is profoundly
engaged with the question of the complex relationships between father, daughter and
lover, with both father and lover demanding of the child-woman, "Thou oughtest to
be mine".
In Nicola Silver notions of freedom, independence and psychic growth are
established through a symbolism which does not sit easily with the prevailing
realism of the novel. Thus the victory of the young lover over the possessive father
would appear to be more an expression of hope, rather than a firmly-held conviction,
for the future of Nicola and the women she represents. In novel after novel,
including her final work Judy and Punch, Ethel Turner presented the dominating
father as a figure to be hated - and loved.
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DIANE BECKINGHAM

Capricornia

Our feet have trod the glory of the land:
grey-green mulga, red breakaway
rock engravings, ochred slopes
smooth river stones, swollen creeks
tall termite mounds, spinifex domes
hidden grottoes, awesome gorges
fern-dripped ledges, Cadjeput springs
low-tide mangroves, coral pools
and always with us, the Southern Cross.
Our eyes have read the signposts of the land:
'No Woodfrres Permitted in the Park'
'Take Your Rubbish With You'
'Toilets Closed for Cleaning'
'Communal Cooking Area'
'Road Closed - Flood Damage'
'Dolphin Visitor Centre'
'Private Road. Beware Nail Boards'
and always with us, the Southern Cross.
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TONY ESOLEN

John the Jeweller Fails As Usual to
Clean Up Before Opening for Business
In the old shop of John the Jeweller, dust
Coughs and sputters and tumbles to dusty life
As in the days before old men and clocks
And time to fix them. Sometimes, paper-flakes
From a benighted volume 89
of Zuriches lahrbuch der Astronomie
Sail off like sesame hulls and disappear
With half a serif here, a flourish there,
Spices forever spent. Or like the film
Over a standing, well-fed businessman,
Dust covers and recovers the glass face
Of an untimely china cabinet.
And dust of industry too, the pencil shavings
Of loss and profit from a fading day,
A younger John and a forgotten woman
And thinning out her ring. And still the dust
Files her away in the pencil rack, reliable,
Diligent to a fault. But the sly dusts
Of sunbeams and small creatures scoff at work
And scurry, elf-like, into masonry-cracks
To stir a riot against John's attempts
(Rickety and infrequent) to restore
Order to his old life; for dust assembles,
As every physicist tells you, falling into
Quarreling and uncertainty and sloth
Until it finds its critical densityThen chaos-dustballs twirl like frisbees, rise
Like hairnets at a resurrection, tangle
Into a ganglion of will-ah, John,
Cleanliness instigates it all the more,
Nor would you wish it swept away, for dust
Is every lamp and rug-end of your life.
Snapshots of dog-eared Stuttgart, who knows when,
Flirt with a wrinkled centerfold, a teacup
Chipped on one side, the tang of orange pekoe
And dash of a delightful dinner comment
With someone, somewhere, and the faint ellipsis
Of a significant pause ... So much to gather,
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To tuck away, and the hour soon approaching
When he must signify to all the world
That the fantastic dust of John the Jeweller,
Mussing his hair, bustling with what he is,
A broom, a memory, has opened shop.

WILLIAM STAFFORD

Tragedy

It happens. You knew it could.
No one ever said it wouldn't,
and now it has.
The world just goes on - the air
moves, trees keep on standing there and maybe
grieve a little, the sun stays steady.
All of this can't stop for a person,
no matter who, and the whole world
has to rock now and then but that's all.
So people come by to talk and help
if they can. They shake their heads helpfully.
"You'll get over it," they say.
And maybe, after years, you do,
or at least some of the time when
it's quiet, or during music, you almost do.
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JENNIFER COMPTON

James K. Sat at My Table

Ragwort. Paua. Old Man's Beard. River stones.
Gorse. Broom. Blackberry and bracken. Rangiora!
Hedgehogs. How long is it since I've seen a hedgehog?
That one trundling down the gutter in a howling Southerly
squealing like a drunken sailor one wild Wellington night?
Makara. Kapiti. Tapu. Waterfalls. Huka Falls. Buttercups.
Cream and butter, lamb chops, pavlova with chinese gooseberries,
tree tomatoes like Christmas bells on branches in Remuera gardens.
Remember that funny little girl with the stumpy walk
who didn't know the country she came from? I didn't know
why Ngaio and Nola didn't need contraceptives. Eel traps,
possum traps, oyster traps, traps within traps. Man Alone.
It was Piccadilly Circus, Rupert Brooke and Thomas Steams,
Menton and La Grande Camargue. Too far to be believed
on the other side of the Dead Sea.
James K. sat at my table in the Barry Lett Gallery.
He had 2 moles on his face, a hempen robe, long hair.
He would have spoken but I returned to the play I was writing.
As the big plane made the impossible leap from Rongotai Airport
the wind shook the shivery grass next to Massey Memorial
over and over again. The engines thrumming like my angry heart You shan't have me forever and ever. Not even my body in a coffin.
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KATE CONYINGHAM

For Roz

On the night

You were born
I lay in a labour ward
On the fifth floor
Of a public hospital
Just as the nurses
Went out on strike
Leaving only a skeleton
Staff. I did not expect
Anything except
A long, lonely, gutwrenching
Labour. But you arrived
All in a rush. Not without pain
but so like a tiny spinnaker
Unfurling. Hands and feet
Splaying, your eyes
A milky ocean blue
And hair a fine, encrusted
Black, matted mess
As if some clown,
Late for his cue
Had stuck it on
More laughably
Awry than usual.
You took a while
To cry, eventually
Squeaking in a shrill
Discomposed, catlike
Fashion. Then you
Took our measure
Settling down to bluff us
With a cold stare
As the room filled
With your grandmothers
Bearing armfuls of
Excitement and pale
Quivering pink, wild,
Fairy roses. Which is why
We called you Rosalind.
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TRACY RYAN

They Left These Clothes

"Many to whome we gave Cloth &ca to,
left it carelessly upon the Sea beach and in the
woods as a thing they had no use for."
-James Cook, of an early
meeting with Aboriginal
people.

They left these clothes upon the Sea beach
having no need of them, wanting nothing
beyond need.
What gifts we bring:
cast-offs to a would-be christening
of the already named;
garments sewn only to flatter
our likenesses,
ill-fitting real people.
They left these clothes at the world's edge.
May the sea eat away these discards
or make of them something useful.
I'll leave mine too if you'll show me
how to uncover my nakedness.
Only these years of so-called
progress
sit tight as a Sunday suit and I
can't fend for my life without them.
My people fear exposure
as certain death, but not yours.
They left these clothes on the Sea beach
and turned inland.
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SHANE McCAULEY

But Faust Was Damned ...

Whatever version you look at
He finally had to pay up
Undignified at the last
As he was dragged off
Comprehending only too well
Perfection's fiery flaw
The danger of any pacts
With something, someone
Whose credentials were themselves
Too powerful,
Undignified, too, because
He found his momentary youth
And knowledge no longer
Worth it
No longer worth a single eternity
In a hell where he could be
Simply himself.
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REVIEWS
Joy Hooton, Herself When Young, Melbourne,
Oxford University Press, 1991.
In Herself When Young Joy Hooton is careful to
stress the fictional and creative aspects of
female autobiography. One reads the book on
several levels: as theoretical narrative, straightforward historical/social, and partly, according
to one's gender.
However it is read, the
contrasts between it and some earlier, more
hagiographical histories of Australian literature,
and earlier theoretical abstract writings on
women's work from feminist angles, are very
marked.
It is a work which treats the theory of
autobiography broadly and undogmatically, and
which opens up rather than closes off debate.
Hooton firmly differentiates Australian women's biography from ways in which men have
written (rather than told) it, but she does not
over stress "difference": "feminist preconceptions can be an imprisoning as male chauvinist
attitudes." Caroline Heilbrun has stated that
women were incapable of writing autobiography
until the last decade, and that they were doomed
to be selves in hiding. Hooton's work balances
this narrow view.
Certainly in Australian
female autobiography, much appears to have
been suppressed, undervalued, even not to have
been published, but there is a wealth of material
to be studied, and it is animated and complex.
The distinguishing features of the autobiographies are especially well described in
Chapter Four, "Relational Selves".
There
Hooton separates female from male autobiography, partly by building on other critics, partly
by rejecting them (Sidonie Smith is the only one
whose view she fully endorses).
Female
autobiographies, Hooton argues, have been
undervalued. Women's attitudes to the past are
distinctive. Whereas male autobiographers are
intent on describing their journey, naming and
identifying themselves in the world:
Female narratives, on the other hand. seem
characteristically bent on cherishing the past
for its own sake, recreating its sensuous
flavour ...

and in relating the self to the world. In an
Australian context this may well be true though
we can think of male autobiographies (such as
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Proust's) in other cultures, which are obsessed
with doing just what Hooton describes. She
captures well, though, the more complex, more
fluid and sometimes more chaotic ways in
which Australian female autobiographies operate; and her claims are well supported by
studies throughout the book.
An example,
which sounds fascinating to me, though I have
not read it (the book has made me want to) is
Maie Casey's An Australian StOlY, 1837-1907
(published in 1962!). In this autobiography,
Hooton claims, the author writes in three
identities, her own, her family's and her
country's. She uses four settings which Hooton
likens to quartets in a musical work, a
symbolism or language of clocks, presents the
experience of memory as "auditory", and shows
a self-conscious awareness of the experience of
memory, and an awareness of death, and of all
the deaths that have preceded her own.
There are many other early autobiographies
of which I have never heard but which I am
grateful to learn about. Others which are a little
better known, but have had scant attention, are
Mary Gilmore's Old Days, Old Ways and More
Recollections, and Rose and Jane Lindsay's
work which rings interesting changes on the
mother/daughter theme. These last two writers
also interestingly interconnect with other writers
and painters. Other such connections are made,
for example Eliza Chomley, a competent, witty
autobiographer was the grandmother of Mary
Boyd (who appears as the fictional Alice in the
Langton tetralogy).
Some works by more major writers, Henry
Handel Richardson, Christina Stead, Miles
Franklin, have usually been treated as fiction
but Hooton treats them more as autobiography.
This results in interesting and persuasive interpretations. In particular, her examination and
comparison of the strange oscillations and
oppositions of all three of Miles Franklin's
autobiographical books (My Brilliant Career,
Childhood at Brindahella, My Career Goes
Bung) make the best reading of these uneven
works that I have read and Hooton convincingly
shows how these and other major texts by
Richardson and Stead (sometimes consciously)
subvert and put in question the dominant
national male myths, into which they cannot be
slotted, and against which they cannot simplistically be set as "opposites".
Hooton draws attention to the autobiogra85

phies of one of Australia's most interesting
recent novelists, Barbara Hanrahan. She discovers that, for instance, Hanrahan favours the
treatment of childhood over heterosexual love
and makes it a core of her work; that she
explores and loves the paradox of time:
Hanrahan's concentration on the fluidity of
time is typical of her inclusive approach, her
Interest in the conjunction of the fantastic
and the concrete. earthy and spiritual,
physical and symbolic.

The chapters both on mothers and fathers
in Australian female autobiographies interests
me. I am glad that Hooton includes both of
these chapters; that she does not view the
parental roles only as interdependent or complementary. I am also glad that she, by expanding
on the complicated role of the father, implicitly
demonstrates that recent emphasis on the mother/
other figure may have been excessive. So little
has recently been said of fathers that one could
now almost apply Virginia Woolf's dictum
about female friendship in reverse: "that vast
chamber where no one has been". After reading
Hooton's chapter on fathers, one has. It was,
she says, to her "one of the surprises of this
study" that fathers had been so pervasive. To
me the main picture that emerges from Hooton's
study of fathers is that of an emotionally distant
or of an eventually emotionally distant figure
who, even if he begins as caring, tends to
degenerate into indifference when his first wife
dies. The mother, in the autobiographies, often
dies early.
Dead mothers, from the beginning of
Hooton's work, gradually creep in, a gathering
force. Autobiographies cannot fail to take the
mother as a central motif. Some of Hooton's
findings about mother/daughter relationships in
the autobiographies are not surprising, or new,
for example:
In re~reating her childhood, the autobiographer IS both daughter and mother, duplicating many of the functions of the actual
historical mother and becoming the moth:
er's literary parent. (p.166)

More unusual are the discoveries, made
earlier in the book, of the phenomenon of
collaborative texts with parts contributed by
mother and daughter; and the description of
autobiographies which use multiple narration
(such as Cherry Cordner's A Mavis Singing),
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which immerses the narrator in studied selves of
grandmothers, mothers, even aunts, so that the
narrator is not seen as an autonomous self. She
mentions too, autobiographies which make a
virtue of the "mirror" relationship of mothers
and daughters, writing the self in the form of a
mother/daughter relationship.
Interesting and varied mother figures are
revealed in the study, not only the "good" and
"bad" types but the picturesque, the vital, the
tyrannical and the indifferent.
As Hooton
amusingly points out, "it is invariably the devil
who has the best tunes, and some of the most
memorable mothers and dominant and destructive ones." A point in case is that of Anna
Wickham (Fragment of an Autobiography,
1935), whose work, written prior to a suicide
which did not take place until 1947, expresses a
"spirited despair" over a mother who was so
vital that to be with her made the author ill for
days.
Relationships between children and
indifferent or rejecting mothers also made the
saddest autobiographies. Jean Bedford's Love
Child, Patsy Adam-Smith's Hear the Train
Blow and Daisy's sections of Sally Morgan's
My Place, mentioned in detail in the chapter on
aboriginal writers, are harrowing even to read
about; more so to read.
The chapters on aboriginal women's autobiographies and on lesbian autobiographies are
sensitively written and give balance to what
could otherwise seem to be rather privileged
viewpoints adopted in many of the autobiographies. Some devastating accounts of a rise from
unlikely beginnings (for example Hessian Walls)
are also given and there are some excellently
and entertainingly chosen juxtapositions between older and new texts, for example Ladies
Didn't and Puberty Blues.
In Joy Hooton's Herself When Young
critics and readers will find much to interest
them. It has been difficult to do justice to the
whole of this important work in the small space
of this review. My own comments have dealt
with points which I, as a female critic and
reader, found particularly interesting.
Annette Stewart
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Helen Garner, Cosmo Cosmolino. Melbourne,
McPhee Gribble/Penguin, 1992. ISBN 086914
265 8.

Helen Garner writes about what is familiar. But
she has an uncanny ability also to make it
strange. Cosmo Cosmolino is set in Gamer
territory, inner city Melbourne, Carlton perhaps
or Fitzroy, where her people have lived since
University days. Households may no longer be
so much in vogue - though there's a new one
forming at the end of the novel. But clothes
still hang damply on the line, people still bring
souvlaki home in paper bags, boys cruise by on
bicycles and trams chatter across intersections.
There is still a kaleidoscope of relationships forming and dissolving and occasionally
reforming - at the end of the story Janet may be
getting back with Alby - and still a peculiar
sense of pleasure in the precise way Gamer
describes things as they are and a loneliness
which verges at times on desolation. But here
there is something new, a different kind of
resonance, the impossible possibility of angels.
In this novel, someone, the feckless Ray, gets
religion, and someone else, Maxine, not only
believes in angels but thinks that Ray is one, the
angel of the Annunication come to give her the
child she is longing for.
You could say, of course, that, acute
observer that she is, Garner is merely registering
the changes going on around us as "greed is
good" gives way to ethical hunger and fundamentalism flourishes, and that would be true
enough. But something else is happening also.
Although she has had a sharp eye for it, Garner
has never been fashion's slave. She has always
been too intelligent for that. Her perspective,
from Monkey Grip onwards, is ironic, aware of
other forces at work under the surface appearances. All that is different here is that she has
given more obvious weight to the counterfactual, to the possibilities of realities at present
unseen, thus expanding the limits she has
previously allowed herself as a writer.
Cosmo Cosmolino is a sequence of three
stories, one leading into the other. The first, as
usual about three people, two women and a
man, is about facing death and the end of
memory, the second about betrayal and responsibility and the third about belief and unbelief,
responsibility and irresponsibility and the possiWESTERLY, No, 3, SPRING, 1992

bilities of forgiveness. This is familiar Garner
territory of course. But in each this territory is
punctured by what Salman Rushdie calls "a
God-shaped hole".
The explosion this causes is the point of
each story.
The first, "Recording Angel",
concludes as the narrator comes out of the
hospital where her friend, Patrick, is in agony
labouring towards and in the shadow of the
huge sandstone pillars, notices a child in a cape.
When he moves towards her however she
recognizes him from paintings she has seen, he
is "a small, serious, stone-eyed angel of mercy".
The second, "A Vigil", reaches its climax in a
vision of the inferno. After the funeral of his
girl-friend, 'who has committed suicide out of
sheer hopelessness, two mysterious figures angels again disguised this time as crematorium
workers - arrest the feckless young man, Ray,
and bundle him down into the furnace where he
must watch her body burning. The third story,
the longest, opens at the end with another
dimension as Maxine, half-waif, half-flower
child, takes flight in joyous fulfilment, now that
she is pregnant, now that her dream of the
Annunciation is fulfilled, soaring over the house
and garden strewing flowers.
Not everyone will be comfortable with
this, of course.
But the end of Garner's
previous novel, The Children's Bach, should
have prepared us. There, Athena, who has been
attempting unsuccessfully to play Bach throughout the story finally masters the art of polyphony. Having developed the contrapuntal
theme of her affair with Phillip, she has come
back, having discovered who she really is and
where she belongs, that is, having found the
cantus firmus to support the other melodies and
contrapuntal developments of her life. Truth
and integrity, it seems therefore, have to do not
so much with restraint or repression as with
complex and often contrapuntal development.
Cosmo Cosmolino rests on this insight In
it the base melody, the almost documentary
descriptions of people, places and manners, is as
firm as ever. But Gamer also plays here with
the possibility that even people as matter-of-fact
and devoid of belief as the people she describes
here, may catch a glimpse of some "angel of
reality" standing for a moment at the door of
their lives. There is nothing dogmatic about
this, however. The tone is as ironic as ever. So
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the wacky Maxine is the only one who actually
sees Ray as an "angel". But this "angel" is
Ray, in fact a fairly dilapidated figure, a drop
out, living on the dole and on other people who
has deserted his girlfriend and left her to die of
loneliness. As "someone who at some stage has
fried [her] brains with acid", however, Maxine
is prepared to believe anything, and her belief in
Ray as an angel is of a piece with her belief in
New Age mysticism and the financial scam in
which she "invests" Ray's hard-earned money.
In a similar vein the "angels" in the previous
story who force Ray into the underworld under
the crematorium may simply be bully boys who
have heard the story of his girl friend and are
determined to punish him, and the angel at the
end of the first story may be merely the
hallucination of distress.
Nevertheless there is no denying the
concern here with questions of belief. A key
passage early in the third story makes this clear.
Janet begin by thinking back to the seventies,
When collective households regularly
fonned and crashed. when teaspoons had
holes drilled in their bowls to frustrate the
passing junkie, when cooking was rostered
and bands practiced in the bedrooms and
toothbrushes like icicles hung by the wall.

This is wittily observed, but other questions begin to arise. "For all our righteous
egalitarianism", she reflects, "we were wild and
cruel" and some like Ray's girlfriend, fell to
their death in the gap in their lives between
theory and practice.
This is the "post-modernist" world, of
course, where there are no longer any great
narratives.
Unsituated historically and
unanchored in a traditional community, selves
must choose rather than discover their life
projects. But Garner is no longer at ease here.
The search for "reality" and the for an
appropriate language begin to matter. So Janet
recalls a friend's funeral with a growing sense
of loss:
We had not learned the words with which
to speak of death. 'Poor Chips' whispered
the last of the household children, a little girl
whose hair bustled with a hundred tightlyyanked plaitlets, holding Janet's hand in a
bleak, crematorium chapel: 'he died by
loneliness.' They sat in a pew, dry-eyed and
desolate, listening to the ideological ramblings of a contemporary with scum on his
lips who knew of no comfort to offer, no
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blessing to call down, nothing useful or true
to say. The gods had long ago been mocked
and forgotten. Nobody prayed.

Not that the answer to this is a sudden
access of religion. There are no easy answers in
Garner's world. True, Ray gets "religion". But
it is quite clear that his kind of religion is not
the common. Father it is for him yet another
defence against reality. Janet's arguments with
him are good knock-about stuff and she wins
them hands down.
Janet, however, is the crucial character. To
the end, she remains more or less agnostic but
she is also open to the possibility of belief.
Where the others come from the fringes and
move towards the centre, she moves towards
this form of possibility. At first she is a more
conventional figure, owns a house, works for
her living. She has even made an unsuccessful
attempt at marriage.
But in contrast with
Maxine, who is prepared to believe anything,
and Ray, who uses his Bible as Superman uses
his ray-gun, she has little feeling for religion.
All she has, she likes to think, is her mind and
her integrity. But this is enough. Maxine soars
away at the end, but Janet is ready to try again
at happiness. "Our minds are hopeful", she
reflects as she invites Alby, her former boyfriend and Ray into the house, "but our nerves
are made of optimistic stuff'. She has not seen
angels. But the novel implies that the possibilities remain open.
All this is to make heavy weather of a
book which is witty, stylish and allusive. But it
needs saying, I think, in the light of the
accusation that Cosmo Cosmolino is a matter of
style without substance - as one reviewer
declared. True, not many contemporary novels
canvass the possibility of angelic intervention.
But that does not make the novel insubstantial.
Garner does no more than canvass the possibility ironically. Maxine may dream of Ray as the
angel of Annunciation, the "lord of terrible
aspect", who will give her the child she longs
for but she gets herself pregnant by properly
human means and, the scene describing it is
substantial enough and very stylish, at once
parodic - with its Scriptural echoes of Ruth and
Boaz as well as of Annunciation, and poignant,
even, in its own strange way, momentous. As
for the final scene in which Maxine takes flight,
strewing petals on the world below - again, a
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parody of sainthood, this is another tour de
force. But it, too, has a substantial point,
reminding us that in the long run the subject of
fiction is the power of fiction. As for the other
characters, they are firmly anchored in time and
place and in all the ambiguities of living. It is
hard to see why the novelist should not be
allowed this moment of poetry with its echoes
of Rilke's lines about the girl who dies young
soaring free - incidentally the novel's epigram is
from Rilke.
As Dr 10hnson might have pointed out, if
Garner can take us to Melbourne, there is no
reason why she should not take us out of it also
into this fantastic realm. Every writer is like
Wallace Stevens' "Man With the Blue Guitar".
She does not play things "exactly as they are" rather the playing, then, transforms them into
something else,
A tune beyond us, yet
ourselves.

The essential point, is the power of language.
Instead of complaining about the baroque style
and the sense of strain evident in the description
of Maxine as she flies away, it is surely more to
the point to see in it a sign of Garner's ironic
intelligence as the excess of the passages
captures the cheerful hysteria of the moment
and undercuts it.
Cosmo Cosmolino is a variation on the
theme of magical realism, then. True, it does
not have the narrative drive, the expansiveness
and authority of Marquez, Rushdie or even
Carey at his best. Garner's scope is more
modest, her magic more open to doubt and
more domesticated, the tone cooler, more ironic
and her authority more subtle and disguised.
Her subject also may be less overtly political.
But the issues she raises are important, and have
important implications even if they are lightly
presented: what we can believe and what we
must do in the light of death, our responsibilities
to ourselves and to others and the search for
something beyond ourselves,
A dream (to call it a dream) in which
One can believe, in face of the object,
A dream no longer a dream, a thing,
Of things as they are 2

Cosmo Cosmolino pursues this dream,
then, not in some exotic place but in the present
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world, in Melbourne, and among the kind of
people most of us probably recognize. Garner
is no Platonist, she does not believe in some
point of pure intelligibility but that we must
muddle along with "things as they are",
transforming them by describing them, but
always in the end coming back,
... to the hotel instead of the hymns
That fall upon it out of the wind.

In the long run for her and for her characters,
there may be no "angel of reality", no blazing
wings and aureoles. But Cosmo Cosmolino
suggests for all that that moments exist in which
we glimpse another kind of reality, half seen, or
seen only for a moment, and different kinds of
meanings expressed in intuitions, repetitions and
half meanings, aware that, as Wittgenstein
remarked, it is not why the world is that
constitutes the "mystical" but that it is.
Helen Garner has a great respect for what
is; that is why she can point to the mystical and
remind us that, as Nietzsche had it, we possess
art, so as not to die of the truth.
Veronica Brady

Charles Edelman, Brawl ridiculous:
Swordfighting in Shakespeare's Plays, Manchester University Press, 1992, 218 pp., $140.00
hardback.
This book is as unpretentious as its title.
Nevertheless, it delivers more than one could
have expected from a work that, at first sight,
seems directed to the specialist reader. It turns
out, to the relief and delight of the less specialist
reader, that Charles Edelman's book covers
much more than the incidence and management
of swordfights in Shakespeare's plays.
Brawl ridiculous tell us a good deal about
what weapons would have been used for stage
swordfights in Shakespeare's day and what
manoeuvres would have been involved in their
use. There is hard information, backed with
reference to writers of Shakespeare's time in the
art of swordfighting.
There is also ample
documentation of fighting in Shakespeare's
plays and in the work of other dramatists.
However, there is a large problem, as Dr
Edelman admits at the outset: it is that of
"reconstructing a theatrical entity without docu89

mentary evidence", for there are "very few
eyewitness accounts of Shakespeare's plays in
Elizabethan times" and, even more limiting to
the theme of this book, "there is not a single
descriptive reference to any of the swordfights"
(p.l) in any of the plays. Considering these
limitations, Edelman does surprisingly well to
give us as much as he does in the way of
conjectural but convincing reconstruction; for he
brings together in one person the expertise of a
practising literary scholar and the experience of
a man of the theatre, one who has been
professionally engaged in arranging and choreographing fight scenes.
Referring to a wide range of plays preceding and contemporary with Shakespeare,
Edelman maintains that Shakespeare makes
more use of fight scenes than others do and also
that Shakespeare uses such scenes to powerful
dramatic effect. The fight scenes are seen to
enhance thematic concerns and even to give
subtle underpinning to political issues: in
Chapter 3, for instance, Edelman fmds that
armed conflicts on stage help to project a
carefully-constructed archaizing in the history
plays, bringing romance, chivalry, and Arthurian
mythopoeia together in support of the Tudor
dynasty. Without affirming or denying such
large arguments as E.M.W. Tillyard's theory of
national epic theatre in Shakespeare's History
Plays, Edelman prefers to approach the question
of political purpose in the history plays from a
limited but highly specific perspective, that of
"the remarkably innovative nature of Shakespeare's stagecraft in placing such a large
amount of fighting on stage" (p.89). In addition
to focusing on the incidence of combat,
Edelman distinguishes between different kinds
of combat and the conditions under which
combat occurs, so that, for example,
Bolingbroke's challenge to Mowbray in Richard
II is "tantamount to an appeal before the High
Court of Chivalry" (p.73).
Edelman also makes interesting points on
combat as it occurs in those plays of Shakespeare set in periods more remote. In Troilus
and Cressida, which is treated thoroughly
anachronistically by Shakespeare as though its
story were a piece of medieval history, the fight
between Ajax and Hector becomes "an indecisive tournament combat" that represents "the
end of war as a form of chivalric combat sport,
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and the beginning of a decidedly less sportful
struggle" (p.l21). In King Lear, the final
confrontation between Edgar and Edmund is
resolved in a reversal that is also a restoration,
for "the trial by battle is not only an integral
part in the maturation of an English king, but
also gives added meaning to Edmund's dying
words: 'the wheel has come full circle'."
(p.158).
The book ends with a somewhat anecdotal
chapter entitled "Rapier and dagger" on the
memorable fights in Romeo and Juliet and
Hamlet. The author's account of his own
management of these fights in production is
justified, however, as a record of hands-on
attempts to grapple with the textual difficulties
and divergences within these two plays. One
point Edelman makes passim, which is particularly relevant to Romeo and Juliet and Hamlet,
is that the theatres of Shakespeare's time were
multifunctional and that one of their uses was to
stage combat sport at a very high level of
proficiency and spectacular display. The message of Edelman's book is clear: if combat
scenes in Shakespeare plays are to be handled
today in a way that is true to their first
performance, they must be handled with as
much care and attention as any portion of the
scripted text to which they belong, not as
barely-significant stage business to be got out of
the way with as little fuss as possible.
This is an informative and readable book.
If there is a disappointment, it is that Edelman
often opens doors without going into the rooms
on the other side: of the chivalric element in
combat, he says "only certain aspects of it can
be touched on here" (p.38); and he finds it "not
within the scope of this book to offer a stage
history of the Shakespearean swordfights" (p.88).
As to the complex sense of period which is
evoked in the plays and re-emphasised in the
combat scenes, where some plays are "set in
two historical eras at the same time" (p.l52)
and that other show "the joining of three
different periods" (p.169), one could wish for a
fuller treatment of the conceptual issues behind
the apparent anachronisms.
A practical matter: the reader would be
better served if there were pictorial representations of the various weapons and protective
gear.
The only illustration of Elizabethan
swords or swordplay is on the front cover.
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There are places in the book where the
discussion would definitely benefit from being
backed up with illustrations and diagrams.
In its mechanical aspects, the book is well
presented. Although the footnoting is generally
adequate, a complete bibliography would have
been desirable in addition to the list of primary
sources cited. It is not always quick or easy to
pick up full references from footnotes, especially when the citation there is not complete
(as, for example, in note 24 to Chapter 3). The
practice of using inverted commas for emphasis
rather than for special usage or direct quotation
is to be discouraged; by and large the text is
free from such intrusions, but there is a sudden
outbreak of them on page 186.
All in all, Brawl ridiculous is a valuable
contribution to Shakespearean scholarship. It is
a worthy addition to "The Revels Plays Companion Library". The only thing ridiculous
about this book is its price: at AUS$140.00 it
can hardly be accessible to purchasers other
than libraries, and well-endowed ones at that.
Christopher Wortham
Vincent O'Sullivan, Selected Poems, Oxford
University Press, Auckland, 1992, 157.pp.
What Chaucer noted of the physician and
apothecary, 'Each of hem made oother for to
winne, Hir friendship nas not newe to bigynne',
we might now observe of the academic and the
publisher. They determine the books on the
curricular and on the shop shelves - which is
partly why New Zealand literature is rarely seen
in Australia. Like the Styx, the Tasman seems
to occlude vision of the other side. The mist
has begun to lift a little in New Zealand where
Aust Lit. is appearing in the universities;
unfortunately NZ Lit is not similarly served in
Australia. A few titles by Janet Frame or Keri
Hulme make the crossing, but generally they
travel within package tours coming from and
going to elsewhere such as Women's Lit of
Post-Colonial Literature courses.
Whatever
trans-Tasman exchanges there have been, have
largely come from a few individuals establishing an air-bridge of human contacts; among
these has been Vincent O'Sullivan.
No doubt O'Sullivan is best known in
Australia because of friendships made from his
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travels and periods of residence here. A wider
audience would know him from conferences or
have read his trenchant reviews of Australian
poets. The Unsparing Scourge, his anthology of
Australian satirical texts from 1845 to 1860
(CSAL, Nedlands, 1988) might also be familiar
to Australian readers.
In New Zealand he is nervously watched
by university bureaucrats up and down the
country who must fmd ways to pay for the
building boom in library extensions that follows
in the wake of his invention. A literary figure
of prodigious energy, he has edited poetry
anthologies, short story anthologies, and collections of the letters of Katherine Mansfield. He
has published articles, lectures and monographs
on Mansfield and James K. Baxter. He has
written a satirical novel, Miracle (1976), and
several plays, including Billy (1990) which is
set in NSW in the 1820's, and explores the
cultural divide between the English settlers and
the strange continent, and between the English
and the Aborigines. He has written four books
of short stories, drawing upon his residence in
Australia for his most recent collection, The
Snow in Spain (1990). The title story is the
monologue of a dwarf who works in one of
those dwarf throwing competitions which did so
much for the international image of the Gold
Coast.
He has also had published nine volumes of
poetry, to which an introduction is now available in the form of Selected Poems (1992). The
selection offers two dozen new poems and
gathers 130 pages from an output of over 400
pages, completely bypassing O'Sullivan's first
two books (although some of these early poems
remain in print, ironically, in the collection
O'Sullivan himself edited, the Oxford Anthology
of New Zealand Poetry).
The purpose of art, said Oscar Wilde is 'to
reveal art and conceal the artist'. With each
new poem, each new book, O'Sullivan seems to
be further concealed. What is revealed is art as
Wilde might have understood it, art as a game,
as a practice of disruption and self-conscious
artifice, as a design upon designs.
In 'Twenty Years of Sydney', Vivian
Smith remembers meeting Kenneth Slessor who
remarked: 'If you change your city you are
sure to change your style'. O'Sullivan is an
inveterate traveller (in the Americas, Europe,
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Australia), and he has suitcases full of styles.
His vernacular poems are, perhaps, his best
known. Like Bruce Dawe (on whom he has
written), O'Sullivan can turn the demotic to
comic and satiric uses, while typically offsetting
the light with the grave.
An example is
'Corner':
For 10 years Mr King on the comer section
has been looking for a word like Andiamo
or a background with a dago twang-twang
to stir up the ladies but has only, Mr King
his dark half-moon-on-its-side eyebrows
to go with the word his tongue
will never lay to.
All he has to fall back on
is the state-house porch where he stands at
sunset,
where he tries the odd risque phrase
to the hurrying-home mums
but Mrs Laracy' s bonzer knockers
Mrs Gray's legs which don't quite tally
Mrs Davenport's eyes which sort of look up
heavy
as the lid of a mussel surprised in steamy water

manticism.
Such dialectical play is no less evident
within lines and images of individual poems. In
'Further Instructions' O'SUllivan considers
Rodin's advice to Rilke to 'go down to the zoo',
and presumes that the purpose was 'to look at
the sow reality' (94). The expectation is that
the poem will follow William Carlos Williams's
advocacy of 'No Ideas But in Things'. However the poem closes with an ambiguity more
typical of Wallace Stevens than Williams. The
instructions, it seems, will always be 'further';
reality will not be examined and dispatched as
quickly as we expected:
Go down to the zoo where the adjectives and
such
are jungle & swamp & bush and the animals
appear above, through over, in spite of.
Take a look. Let your eye cast its own bronze,
the bronze of pure occasion justify your eye.
(94)

none of them go much on him, somehow.
There are movies & movies
and some are sad right
through. (116)

Cornered by his un-examined subscription to
language (or style), Mr King is disabled by his
limited culture. But to diversify and play with
languages, as the poem itself does, is to
circumvent the tyranny of mono-style. In other
poems O'Sullivan exploits the idiolects of
bureaucrats and socialites. He also creates an
idiosyncratic and flexible poetic-style; characteristically energetic, it compresses syntax, ransacks lexicons, and dismantles the familiar to
reassemble it anew as nouns and verbs swap
roles.
O'Sullivan's poetry has a magpie's eye
that misses nothing, tests everything and from
every angle. Its agility amounts to a structural
principle in the several 'composed books'. The
Butcher-poems step between the viewpoints of
Butcher and Baldy, roughly the positivist and
the idealist positions. A meditative poem on
being or presence comments, in Brother
Jonathan, Brother Kafka, upon a neighbouring
poem on expectation and desire. In The Pilate
Tapes the drama is extended in the meditations
of Pilate, the articulate liberal, to become a
social satire on bureaucrats, or, in philosophical
terms, a testing of Enlightenment versus Ro92

In narrating one artist's instruction to another,
the poem embeds its 'instructions' about reality
in a context that reminds us of Wilde's
aphorisms about art.
With its elliptical structure, staccato
rhythms, and abrupt shifts of register, the
quotation reveals another characteristic of
O'Sullivan's poetry - its juxtaposition of the
lyrical and anti-lyrical. The poetry develops a
lyric mood then jolts us out of it. There are
numerous evocative passages of nature-lyricism
in O'Sullivan's poetry, for instance in 'Return
Visit, Wisconsin':
Tonight outside there is com several feet above
my head,
a white bam and a sky immensely arched
from flat horizon to flat horizon.
A dawn approaches which edges one season into
another,
a pale moon goes riding which is fin and
crescent. (97)

What interest the poet, however, is the power of
the mind to play with landscape by making it a
symbol.
The imagistic passages invariably
close upon an observer, or upon a contemplation of the ways in which observations are
framed. This poem, for instance, ends with the
speaker considering memory, including the
words that are part of memory, although they
could not cover all of his experience, as in
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Wisconsin he could delight 'in the boundaries
of where he does not belong'.
O'Sullivan's interest in language and symbol leads him at times to revise mythology and
rituals. Elsewhere it leads to other writers.
Along with his reflexive asides, the use of
mythology, quotation and literary biography
reinforces the view that we live in culture.
Indeed, like Mr King on his comer-section, one
can be trapped in culture as much as in
landscape. But unlike Mr King, O'Sullivan sees
that style is not all. His continuing testing of
perspectives dramatises the notion that living is
consciousness and change, with no ultimate
closure, no final revelation.
As the back-jacket of O'Sullivan's Selected
Poems notes, the poetry is 'often preoccupied
with philosophical or religious subjects'. While
O'Sullivan continually examines such contradictory values as inquiry and trust, reason and
imagination, he is also a deeply moral poet who else could write so directly as in these lines
spoken by Pilate:
I who might have, have
never raped, pillaged, extorted;
abused office or position;
concealed; interfered with art;
stood between any man and sunset.
And yet as you say,
I have killed a god. I have made
of impartiality, a farce.
I have dabbled in chaos. I,
Pilate. Who vote as you do. (99)

Regrettably you won't find this poetry in
university courses or book shops in Australia.
Do yourself a favour, break the monopolies order in this introduction to one of New
Zealand's foremost poets of longstanding reputation and enjoy some fresh perspectives on
colonialism, language, criticism, and the pleasures of the text.
Lawrence Bourke
Gail Jones, The House of Breathing, Fremantie Arts Centre Press, Western Australia, 1992,
159pp., $14.95.
The stories in Gail Jones' first collection of
short fiction are both as "algebraically precise"
as the Siberian cold in the opening story
"Modernity", and as elusive and deliquescent as
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the narrator's mental map of Timor in "Other
Places". The question they all ask, at one level
or another, is "How to substantiate? How to
refabricate the unfashionable 'rea!'?" It could
be said, then, that this collection is concerned
with the relationship between experience and
exploration, and this concern emerges both in its
content and in its inventive narrative form.
Among other things, the individual pieces
are about the uncertain space between "being
in" the world - being substantial and having
place - and being transitory, ephemeral, subject
to the more powerful authorities of time's shifts
and history's determinism. In this sense the
stories have repercussions at different levels of
application, for the subjective world of perception is always underwritten by an awareness of
the social and political effects of public experience.
For instance, the opening story "Modernity" is one of the most powerful of the
collection in the way that it interweaves the
private experience of shifting perception and the
cultural phenomenon of modernity, with its
inauguration of fragmentation as a world view.
The story outlines a young gir!'s awareness of
human frailty through her first experience of the
fracturing, disembodying effect of cinema,
which, with "its distortians of scale and time, its
slow dissolves, its clever montage," sends her
back into the winter sunlight with a vision of
"unprecedented multiplicity". Earlier in the
story as she had walked through the snow,
rugged up warmly in the knowledge that
otherwise "the wind will enter your body and
blow away your soul", she had glanced backward to assure herself absolutely of her own
foot-printing, self-confirming pathway. But the
"ponderous and heavy-weighted import of presence", which the girl associates particularly with
her father, is always perilously vulnerable to
disassembling, ransack, obliteration, absence.
In fact, the premises of many of Jones'
stories work on a playful destabilising of binary
oppositions. Presence is countered by the threat
of absence; the "unfashionable real" is prone to
melt "suddenly away into the sapphire-blue sea,
subsid[ing] as easily and tremulously as any
fiction". So perhaps most immediately, the
collection is about representation: the ways in
which we represent the world to ourselves and
the ways in which we represent ourselves in the
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world. Language, in this sense, becomes a
complex and even contradictory power. On the
one hand language evokes "universality", "irresistible tangibility", a "world-wide concordance" on the tongue, but on the other, it can't
take account of a complex world which will
always evade classification. The narrator of
"The Astronomer Tells of Her Love", for
example, resists defining the solar phenomena
which "only approximately what we describe;
they are more multiple and inexact". It is no
accident, too, that the last line of the last story
in the volume is the whispered noise "sshh!,
sshh!": a wordless expression of what is left
unspoken, and unspeakable.
In other of the stories, the philosophical
play on the limits of representation is underwritten by an exposure of the ways in which, in a
more politically insidious sense, langauge works
to mediate, distance, exclude. In "Touching
Tiananmen", for instance, language signifies
misunderstanding. The Western tourist's inability to decipher the message "Yoon faw" which
is urgently repeated by the young Chinese man
("[he] had been saying 'June four'; he had been
commemorating the date upon which the
Tiananmen massacre occurred') reveals the lack
of innocence, the exclusory nature, of language.
Unable to make itself "heard", his voice is
rendered mute. Or in "Dark Times", in a
setting that could be any number of places
under dictatorial rule and could even be our
own future, the narrator ponders on the ironic
and illusory authority of words on the page "neat and black and absolutely certain" - against
the dispensibility of human life. In a world
where people are cancelled out and history
possesses the "handy property of assimilation to
any state ideology", language becomes a tool
which can rephrase and absorb the injustices
and human losses of actual event.
The tendency of these stories to return to
familiar political issues (Australia's abandonment of East Timor; the massacre of Tiananmen
Square; the voyeuristic patronage by the West
over the East; Australia's shameful silencing of
Aboriginal history) might at times seem like a
tallying of topical concerns, but to suggest this
as a shortcoming would be to simplify the
extent of the stories relevance; for Jones'
interweaving of the subjective and the political,
within the various contexts of thwarted desire
and attempted communication, is always in94

vested with the possibility of more than one
reading. For instance "Veronica", a story in
which a young tourist plays out her role as selfassured cultural voyeur in India and is subsequently the victim of a rape in her own hotel
room, turns into a metafictive narrative which,
in exploring its own structure, imagines the
duplicitous and incorporeal nature of the real.
Similarly, the style of the apparently omniscient
narrator - "Imagine this"; "Shall I lapse sentimental?" - is employed, not to articulate an
assumed and overarching authority, but rather to
appeal to a generally shared awareness of gaps
and unsurities: "No commodious cliche embraces these memories: I cast about, circumlocutory, for forms of expression, and find
myself recentred on ... the miserable inexactitude of what one believes to have been actual".
The effect of this narrative style is that the
stories themselves reflect the same quality of
paradox that they often speak of; the images
Jones weaves are highly crafted and precisely
placed, but they are also marked by an almost
tongue-in-cheek intemperance. This self-conscious (and self-ironic) appreciation of the
luxuriance of words creates an effect that
demands attention, and for this reason the
stories are best read sparingly rather than all at
once. It is here, too, that the complexies can
emerge of stories which are at once playfully
provocative and almost bruising in their exploration into the ways and rituals of power and
powerlessness. The fact that this collection is on
its second print run within the first month of its
release surely indicates that Jones' unusual and
challenging work, distinguished as it is both by
its inventive form and by its social consciousness, has a place already marked out for it
within Australia's contemporary literary field.
Amanda Nettelbeck
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